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ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO, WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, FEBRUARY 11, 1903

VOLUME 16

LIEN HELD ON
BANK ASSETS

the matter and he Is to proceed to
southwestern New Mexico and have
charge of the necessary surveys for
these fences, which will be about from
ten to twelve miles long and which
Salt Lake City, Utah, Touched will he constructed under his personal
supervision. This proposition by the
Luna and Grant county cattlemen
by a Blaze
was made as it was shown that the
cattle sanitary board had no funds for
the purpose. These fences will be a
NO. 3 SHAFT SPRUCE MINE ON FIRE great protection to the southwestern
New Mexico cattle and when construc
ted, the Arizona district containing in
Appointments Confirmed.
fected cattle, will be fully enclosed
Denver, Colo., Feb. 11. In the exec- Eleven Miners Imprisoned-Capi- tal
north and south and east and west.
utive session today, the senate con1 he work is to be done immediately.
Prediction,
and
Labor
firmed the appointments of the board
The board was In session yeBterday
of trustees for the school for deaf and
afternoon upon executive matters.
blind, trustees for school of mines and
CROWN
NIS
6ETS
DIVORCE
PRINCE
Granted a Divorce.
state geologist.
Dresden,
Feb. 11. The Crown
George E. Brewer, the insurance
Prince of Saxony was today granted
Salt Lake, Utah, Feb. 11. A
agent, went to I as Vegas this morn
a divorce from the former Crown
fire that started In the Atlas
Princess Louise, after several doctors
collection made by the census bureau ing, to adjust the loss by Are. He will
story
five
building,
a large
office
had furnished expert testimony In the
instead of the agricultural department, be absent from the city for a couple of
building, located on 8outh Second
case.
and further by striking out the provis- days.
street, and in the heart of the
ion for gathering wheat statistics. A
business section, at 2:30 this mor- Deputy United States Marshal Fred
PLUNGED INTO WAR.
tax of one mill on each bale of cotton
nlng. completely gutted the build- Is provided to defray the expense of Fornoffff went to Bland this morning.
Ing, spread to the Central block,
A Prediction
Regarding Labor and
gathering the information.
The bill He will return tomorrow.
leaving that structure a wreck,
Capital.
requires all persons or concerns ownand did other damage that will
New York, Feb. 11. While presiding
"STONEY" BALL DEAD.
ing or operating cotton gins to report
bring the total loss close to $273.- over the services in connection with
to the director of the census at such
1)00, with Insurance of about half
by Dying in the Los
Career
Ended
His
the
celebration of St.
times as he may direct the number of
Luna Jail.
that amount. The fire was one of
Paul's Methodist church in Newark,
bales ginned duvlng a prescribed
Word comes from Los Lunas late
the fiercest In the history of the N N. J., Governor Franklin Murphy preperiod. It is contemplated by the bill this
"Stoney" Ball, the
atlernoon
city and consumed and destroyed
that
dicted In his address that unless. In
that information will be furnished with colored man from Albuquerque, died
buildings with remarkable rapid- the near future, greater harmony be
such frequency as to show the amount this afternoon iu the jail at
ity. Several lodgers on the top
that place.
restored between labor and capital the
of cotton that is being produced.
This ends "Stoney's" earthly criminal
floor of the Atlas block had mlr- country will be plunged into a c!ll
N war more disastrous than any prevcareer, which was the best thing for N aculous escapes from death.
BRITISH PROTOCOL.
himself and the public in general. It
There are some Indications
iously recorded in history.
is thought that he was somewhat
that the fire was of incendiary
It Is Satisfactory, But There It a Hitch loose" in the top story when he commit
Captain George H. Wheelock, Interorigin. The firemen believe It
in the Germany Papers.
nal revenue agent for the western diwas caused by some one careless- ted his rash deeds.
vision, arrived last night, and will be
Washington, Feb. 11. Having reach
ly dropping a cigar or cigarette
What wJU be done with the body Is
in the city a few days in company with
ed an agreement with the British gov not known at present, but it is understub in some debris near the ele- Deputy Internal Revenue Collector A.
ernment for the settlement of the Yen stood here that his wife will have nothvator shaft. Two firemen were
J. Ix)omls. Captain Wheelock's jurisezuelan claims, Mr. Bowen today is en ing to do with the remains and that
slightly injured.
diction extends over ten states and terdeavoring to close up the negotiations the body will have to be buried at Ios
ritories.
Germany and Italy.
Lunas.
A misunderstanding
which has
MINERS IMPRISONED.
arisen in the German loreign office un
HOW HOPEWELL FEELS,
COUNTY DIVISION.
A Fire in a Mine of the United States
doubtedly is at the bottom of the delay
Evidently it was supposed that the
Steel Corporation.
preliminary articles of the protocol as
Uuluth. M lnn.,v Feb."1 1 . A special
prepared here before the advent of Those Seen This Morning in Faw from Evelett, on the Mesaba range, Seen at Bank of Commerce and Gives
says:
Baron Von Sternburg, provided for the
Out Few Facts.
prompt payment of the full sum claim"Fire broke out this morning In the
of the Scheme.
No. 3 shaft at the Spruce mine of the
ed in the original ultimatum, namely,
United States Steel corporation. Elev$350,000, the only difference between
en miners are imprisoned in the shaft
REMARKS ON STATEHOOD.
the first and last propositions being
BUSINESS MEN INTERVIEWED.
below the mine and cannot get out. unthat in place of a clear cash payment
til the fire is extinguished or burns it
of the sum above named, as required
by the ultimatum, the protocol would
General Manager W. S. Hopewell, of
The question of the division of Ber- self out. It caught on the second
require the immediate payment of $27,-50- nalillo county into two counties, which level In the oil house and the shanties the Albuquerque Eastern and Santa
for personal claims and then pro- was widely discussed before the mass and timber construction of the interior Fe Central railways, arrived In Albu
vide for the application of 30 per cent meeting of the business men of the city of the mine at that point are burning querque this morning from Hillsboro,
of customs revenues at Port Caballo Monday night, is one of the most im- fiercely. Dense smoke Is rolling out N. M. He has had a complete trip
and La Guayra until the remainder of portant issues that has been worthy of of the Bhaft and there are grave fears over the entire Santa Fe Central line
the $40,000 was paid.
the particular attention of the citi- that the entrapped men may be suf- from Santa Fe to Torrance, and then
went to Hillsboro, where he vMted
Mr. Bowen was unable to see any zens of Albuquerque for some time, focated before the fire is subdued."
Bringing Out Miners.
his family.
difference between such a demand and and it is receiving the favorable comThe fire was subdued after burning
a straight demand for preferential ments of every business man in city.
The contract for ties on the Albu
treatment, for he argued that after It is well known from a political stand- two hours. The descent of tlia shaft querque Eastern has been let to Eu
paying the allies on this basis, there point the county division proposition is was Immediately made and at noon genio Romero, of San Miguel county
would be nothing left for the other and a favorable isBue, but whether or not one man had been brought up in an and grading to the amount of four
powers.
It would occupy the same favorable po- unconscious condition. The others are miles has been done on the Albuquer
believed to be in the same condition que Eastern from Moriarty Junction
sition
from a business standpoint was
Aonther Delay.
have not yet been found. The man
It is the opinion of Mr. Hopewell
not
known. In view of this fact The but
London, Feb. 11. Minister Bowens
out, however, will recover. that this road will be completed into
nrought
numa
on
representative
Citizen
called
formal acceptance of the British proThe mine Is now well cleared of smoke Albuquerque much sooner than it now
tocol is not believed to be likely to ber of the business men of the city and so that the remaining men will be In appears.
obtained
opinions
timely
on
the
their
hasten to any great extent the concluno further danger of suffocation.
Mr. Hopewell will go to Santa Fe to
sion of the Venezuelan negotiations. and important question and how it
night, where an accumulation of mail
would
affect
the
of
business
interests
The Assclated Press is informed that
awaits liim, which will undoubtedly
BOARD.
CATTLE
the allies' ambassadors have been the city.
contain cheering news in regard to the
"I
am
dividing
in
of
favor
Bernalillo
strictly enjoined not to sign any profuture of the Albuquerque Eastern,
tocols until ali three powers are satis- county into two counties," said O. A.
Mr. Hopewell, who Is chairmen of
fied with the terms, when these signa- Matson, "provided the standing debt of Fence to be Built to Keep Out In- the democratic territorial central com
lie
county
can
the
satisfactorily
ar
tures will be simultaneous.
mittee, is heartily in favor of state
ranged."
hood for the territories.
fected Cattle From Arizona.
He was first
"I am emphatically in favor of small
A GOOD START.
in favor of the passage of the omnibus
counties," remarked B. Ruppe. "It
statehood b'll, but seeing it cannot be
Kansas Favors the Election of United would undoubtedly give the city of Alpassed, he Is now In favor of what Is
FUNDS
FOR
SUBSCRIBED
PURPOSE.
buquerque a preponderance of votes
State Senators by Direct Vote.
as the consolidation statehood
known
Topeka. Feb. 11. The senate adopt- necessary for a good business adminbill. He !n here to consult with Hon.
affairs."
istration
of
the
ed today Stewart's resolution asking
The territorial cattle sanitary board H. II. Fergiisson In' regard to the latE. L. Washburn I believe the diviscongress to call a constitutional concompleted
its session late Saturday ev- ter making a visit to Washington, and
vention for the purpose of amending ion of Bernalillo county would be a
if Mr. Fergusson's health will permit,
good
thing
ening
Albuquerque.
upon the recommends-- ,
for
and
would
It
acted
the constitution so that the United
gentleman will leave for the nathat
more
make
a
economical municipal tiens offered by the committee of cat- tional capital In a few days.
States senators may bo elected by digovernment.
rect vote of the people.
tle owners from Luna and Grant counMr. Hopewell believes that if the
II. E. Fox I favor the division of
ties in the matter of recommending to democrats in the national senate are
Bernalillo
county,
arrangements
if
can
AT THE HALLORAN HOME.
In the right direction and
of a bill sub- approached
be made for an equitable adjustment of the assembly the
by the right parties, they will assist
mitted to the board by the committee Senator Quay in securing the passage
Miss Etta Halloran Entertains Her the county's Indebtedness.
G. L. Brooks, proprietor of the San ami which was published in
Many Friends.
full In The of the statehood bill for New Mexico
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Jose Market I am strongly in favor Citizens recently. '1 he action was fav and Arizona as one state.
Halloran, 523 Keleher avenue, was a of the proposed division, provided the orable and was
unanimous on the
scene of much merry making last conditions regarding the taxation can part
C. F. Rigs, the Showman.
of the cattle sanitary board.
be satisfactorily arranged.
night.
(
C. F. Riggs, who Is well known In
The
pted
board
also
a
proposiMayor
Is
Myers
It
just what we
The occasion was a prettily arrangtion of the committee of the Luna and these parts where be has been heading
ed card party given by their daughter, want, provided the taxation proposi- (irant
county cattle growers consisting theatrical companies for severul years,
tion can be arranged.
Miss Etta.
of W. H. tireer, manager of the Victor-i- and who went through a blunt time
a
'From
business
standpoint."
The spacious bailors of th if all,., a
said
Land
company;
ahead of the Sidetracked comhome were brilliantly lighted and set Simon Stern, "I favor the division, as Brown, and Cattle superintendentI.. H. since
pany, arrived back in this city Saturof
Dernlnc
of
it would be beneficial to the men bants
with decorations befitting.
the Alamo Hueco Cattle company; M. day accompanied by Max I'lohn, manThe pastime was the fascinating of Albuquerque."
J. Everhart, manager of the Hatched ager of the Telephone Girl company.
game of euchre, played six handed.
A. J. Maloy, the Railroad avenue gro-ce- i
Cattle company; M. R Roberts, Baker Mr. I'lohn goes on to Chicago from
The prizes were costly and worth winit is a good idea, if it can be done Bros,
and W. J. Wainc, to the effect here and leaves the management of the
ning. Those fortunate enough to se- - with an equitable adjustment of taxathat the cattle rais. i of that section company iu Mr. Riggs' bands. Record.
cure prizes were: Mrs. O. N. Mat ron, tion.
would be responsibb for the sum of
It Is understood that Mr. Riggs was
Miss Essie Price, of Socorro;
and F.I A few of these interviews will give $1,500. the estimated est of the con- in Albuquerque a few minutes, but he
H. Newman.
j the public an idea of . the prevailing
struction of a fence aeross finailaliiiie failed to all around and make himself
Mrs.
Btevens-HimoMabel
sentiments in regard to the division and Skeleton anyon- - on the New
and.
known to many friends who helped
Miss Mary Menaul, musicians whose proposition. Business man after busi- rizona
line, in filler to prevent him out while he resided iu this city.
accomplishments are well known, gave ' ness man lias been asked regarding
infected Arizona ca'.'le from drifting Ills name Mill remains on various
piano solos.
j this issue, and without an exception
into New Mexico ai.d bringing with ledgers, and the accounts well, they
The refreshments were served at the all have favored it.
them contagions
which Is are still open.
card tables and were most delicious.
A till for a division and formation somewhat prevalent among
cattle iu
The guests were: Messrs. and Mes-- ' of a new county will be introduced
Arizona Col. K. (i. Aussoutheastern
Attorney A. M. MeMillen and family
dames O. N. Mirron, W. J. Johnson,
the territorial legislature now as- ten, one of the in- rn rs of the cattle expect to leave Friday night for an exWalter Council, Mrs. Himoe, Misses sembled, tomorrow.
- given
charge of tended visit at New Orleans.
sanitary board,
Alma and Jettle Rosenwald, Stella
Lewinson, Essie and Lena Price, Socorro;
Euphcnita Nelson, Francis
butts, Irroa Tascher. Mary Menaul,
Maude and Ida Summers, Mabel Fitch.
Carrie Titus, Edith Stevens. Mabel
Hunt, Irene and Louise Saint, Jeanette
Walton, Messrs. R. A. Frost. Louis
Brooks, Fred Newman, Charlie White.
Ixjuls Huning, Duncan Bell, Melville
Summers, Ralph Hunt, W. N. Jaffa,
Sam Picard, David Rosenwald, E. J. Alger, Sidney Rosenwald, A. Staab.

Government Secures Loans
Made National Banks.

FIERCEJIRE

ON STATEHOOD

MORGAN SPEAKING

TERRITORIAL
LAWMAKERS
Fifthteenth Day's Doings of
Legislative Assembly.

PROHIBIT DESECRATION OF THE FLAG

Department of Commerce Dill Passed The
Venezelan Matters.

The Cecil Rhodes9 ScholarshipsHouse Em-

Washington, Feb. 11 Upon the
of the morning business In the
senate today a house hill was passed
extending the homestead laws to
Alaska.
The statehood hill then was taken
up and Mr. Morgan resumed his remarks in its favor.
The senate committee on finance today authorized a favorable report on
the bill recently introduced by Senator
Aldrich to permit the secretary of the
treasury to loan money to national
banks on other securities than government bonds and agreed to report It
with the following amendment to
tion 1:
"The United States shall have a Hen
on all assets of banks in which public
moneys are deposited from the time of
deposit, for the repayment of the same
on demand of the treasurer of the
United States; but the securities deposited with the secretary of the treasury for the safe keeping of such
moneys shall be sold before the said
lien is enforced and the proceeds applied to the discharge of said lien to
the extent of the proceeds of the sale."
The bill also was so amended as to
make the securities of cities of 50,000
people good for loans,
The senate' has agreed to the conference of the department of commerce
bill. This passes the bill, the report
having previously been argeeed to in
the house.
Taking up the subject of Mormon
influence in politics, Mr. Morgan referred to the election of Mr. Smoot as
senator from Utah and said he would
never think ot opposing his entry to
the senate because he was an apostle
of the Mormon church, because relig
ion in this country by the constitution
is intended to be free and uninterrupt
ed and to be protected. Reverting to
the treaty with Colombia for the construction of an Isthmian canal, Mr.
Morgan said the United States intended to put the heel of ignominious contempt on the organic law of Colombia
with respect to religious freedom and
trample it under foot. "When we are
treating with those people," he said,
"with the intent and purpose of destroying that law or else for the pur
pose and under such circumstances as
to disgrace the United States." He
asked who was to reconcile the two
propositions when the Colombians contend for their organic religious law
while the United States Is contending
for the constitution of the United
States, and who would prevent a return to hostilities
now apparently
closed between the
party
who maintained these dogmas, and the
liberal party who have been fighting
them in every country.
Morgan said the people of tlx" United
States are not going to listen to arguments against Mormonism in Utah and
Arizona when we are straining every
IMiwer for action upon a treaty with
Colombia Laving such an organic religious law as he had referred to.
.Mr. Hi pew followed in opposition to
the omnibus statehood bill. After
speaking a short while, Mr. Depew
yielded to Mr. Hanua, who called up
the ((inference report on the department of commerce bill presented yesterday, and it was agreed to. This
passes the bill and it now goes to the
president.

Special to The Citizen.
Santa Fe. N. M Feb. 11. The council passed the bill locating the miners'
hospital at Raton, the blind asylum at
Alamogordo, and the reform school In
Rii Arriba county. The vote stood
5 to 4.
The bill for the creation of Sandoval
county (out of Bernalillo county) will
be Introduced in the council tomorrow.

n

.

THE NATIONAL

HOUSE.

Domestic Animals on Free List Cotton Statistics to Be Reported.
Washington, Feb. 11. Gov. Odell, of
New York, was on the floor when the
house met today.
Mr. (Irosvenor, from the ways and
means committee, called up the bill reported by that committee yesterday, to
amend the Dinglry act so as to admit
free of duty domestic animals for
breeding purposes.
The further consideration of the civil
.Mindiy appropriation bill was then
The house committee on ways and
means today authorized a' favorable
report on the bill introduced by Representative Burleson, or Texas, providing for the collection of cotton statistics, but amended it so as to have the

1
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i
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ployes' PayOther Matters,

FIFTEENTH

DAY, TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 10, 1903.

The Council.
Mr. Andrews, excused, was the only

absentee when the council met at 10
o'clock this forenoon.
Mr. Spiess of the Judiciary committee, reported council bill No. 30, with
the recommendation that it do not pass
and that the substitute prepared by
the committee on Judiciary be passed.
The report was adopted. The bill had
been Introduced by Mr. Spiess and is
an act declaring certain statutes of the
territory of New Mexico, regulating
the practice and procedure in certain
classes of cases to be In force and for
other purposes and relating to real estate of infants and married women
and perpetuating .testimony....
'
Mrfi Hawkins, of the commlttee'on
education, favorably reported council
joint resolution No. 8.
The following bills were Introduced:
Council bill No. 39, by Mr. Duncan,
an act to sell copies of the Complied
Laws of 1887. Referred to the committee on libraries.
Council bill No. 40, an act providing that If any appropriation be not
made by the legislative assembly for
tne expenses of the territorial government, the appropriation of the previous legislature shall be regarded as
covering the necessity. Referred to
the committee on finance.
Council bill No, 41, by Mr. Duncan,
an act to prohibit the desecration of
the American flag. The bill prohibits
the use of the flag as an advertisement
and imposes a fine not to exceed $100
or Imprisonment not to exceed 100
days for the violation of the act. The
use of the flag as a political emblem Is
permitted. Referred to the committee
on territorial affairs.
Council bill No. 42, by Mr. Albright,
an act to provide for a home for chll
dren. Referred to the committee on.
public Institutions.
Council bill No. 4, ly Mr. Martlnea,
an act to amend the law providing for
the publication and pay for the publication of the delinquent tax list. Referred to committee on private and
municipal corporations.
Council uill No. 45, by Mr. Pinard, by
request, an act giving cities and towns
the power to levy a tax to build water
and light plants. The tax for water Is
not to exceed four mills on the dollar,
and for light plants not to exceed two
mills. Referred to committee on municipal and private corporations.
Council bill No. 40, by Mr. Pinard
an act regulating uniform assessment
and increasing the powers of the board
of equalization. It provides that prop
erty shall be returned for taxation at
not less than 75 per cent of Its actual
value. Referred to committee on terri
torial affairs.
The council then accepted the substitute bill for council bill No. 30, re
ported by the committee on Judiciary.
The original bill was tabled.
Council joint resolution No. 8, accepting
the Rhodes scholarships,
which had been reported favorably by
the committee on education, was passed unanimously. It reads as follows:
Joint Resolution No. 8.
Formally accepting the tender of
Oxford University scholarships by the
late Cecil John Rhodes.
Ho it resolved by the council of the
Thirty-fiftlegislative assembly, the
house concurring, that.
Whereas, Ur.der the provisions oftlie
will of the late Rt. Hon. Cecil John
Rhodes of South Africa, relating to the
establishment of scholarships at Oxford University from the Urltish Colonies and the United States of America,
New Mexico Is granted two free schol
arships in this ancient and honorable
institution of learning, ami

Whereas, Under the, testamentary
dispositions of the said 'will It will soon
become necessary to officially select
and designate candidates ... from this
territory to enjoy the high privileges
which said scholarships confer; now,
therefore, be it ,
legisResolved. That the Thirty-fiftlative assembly hereby gratefully accepts, and by this act does formally accept, In the name of the people of New
Mexico, such generous bequest with all
its attendant provisions as set forth in
the said, will.of the Rt. Hon. Cecil Joha
Rhodes;
Resolved, That we regard with profound admiration that sentiment of
universal brotherhood which prompted
the tender of such free scholarships
and we deem it a momentous step to
ward fostering those cordial relations
now so happily existing among English speaking people In every part of
the world; and be it, therefore, furth
h

er

Resolved, That the territorial board
of education be and hereby Is authorized and empowered to assume charge
of and arrange all details respecting
the examination and selection of can- dldates from' New Mexico for the enjoyment of said free scholarships at
Oxford University, subject to the regulations promulgated by. the trustees
under Bald will or their legal represen-- .
tative, In the United States; and it Is
hereby made part of the duty of the
superintendent of public Instruction,
secretary of said board, to keep an accurate record of all such proceedings
and report the same annually to the
governor of the territory; and be !t

further

Resolved, That an engrossed copy of
this joint resolution Blgned by the
president of the council and the speaks
er of the house and duly attested by
the chief clerks thereof, be forwarded,
through the secretary of the territory,
to Hon. John Hay, secretary of state.
Washington, D. C, with a request that
It be presented through the courtesy ot
the United States embassy at London
to said trustees, and that a copy similarly signed and attested be forwarded
to Hon. George R. Parkyn, of Toronto.
Canada, legal representative of said
,
trustees for the United States.
House bill No. .33, an act to amend
sections 1, 2, 6, 9 and 11, ot chapter 66f
of the session laws of 1899, relating to
the qualifications for . Jury, duty, was
referred to the coiillnlUee on Judiciary.
Mr. Hughes, from the committee on
finance, reported council joint resolution No. 8, providing for pay of em-- ''
ployes, with the recommendation that
it be not adopted, and that the substitute offered by the committee be adopted. The original resolution appropriated money to pay the employes of both
the council and the house, but the
substitute appropriates only $1,195 to
pay for the council employes alone.
Mr. Martinez dissented from the report and voted against the adoption Ot
the substitute resolution. He Bald he'
did so to be consistent, for he had introduced the original resolution. Ev
ery other member voted for the resolution and it was adopted.
The council took a recess until 2
o'clock In the afternoon.
Afternoon Session,
At 2: 30 o'clock, President Chaves
(ailed the council to order. Mr.
Hughes moved to go into executive
session. The motion was adopted and
the chamber wus cleared.
The council was in executive session
for one hour to approve and audit tho
account of Chief Clerk W. E. Martin.
The council then took a cress for on
hour to give time for commit tee work
and meet again in regular session at

4:lo

p. m.

The House.
The ro'l call this morning showed all
members present. Prayer was offered
by the chaplain. The Journal was read
and approved. Speaker Montoya laid
before the liou.se, us special order of
business for the morning, substitute
house bill No. 7."., which provides for
greater power and efficiency of tho
cuttle sanitary board and gives it authority to issue Ininds In case of epl- (Continued on page Ave.)

THE ALBUQUERQUE
jN'O STALE DRUQS

HERE,

you bring your Trescrlptlons to uu thry will be filled with drugs
Wnof guaranteed
Strength and lurity
.

Ws

Hot Water Bags and Fountain Syringes
irreat care in nrloctlng the finest pnule of Ilubber Goods guaranteed to be perfect or money refunded. Our prices arc yery low
for the quality of goods

B. H. BRIQQS & CO.,
PROPRIETORS

ALVARADO PHARMACY

make the streets run north and south,
and the avenues cast and west, hence
there was no necessity In making the
HTJGHKS ft MeCRElQHT, Publishera radical changes recently promulgated
Ilacfeaa ....
Editor by the city council unless it was that
1F atfcOFvlsferla
Mir. and City Editor some of the councllmen now living on
streets, wanted to live on avenues, and
Publish) Dally and Weekly.
vice versa. The pouplar Idea now,
among the numerous signers of the petition, Is that the two ordinances
should Le repealed.

$dtuqufn)ut

ftaUy (fifijrri

PAllf

CITIZEN, WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY

build a branch to the district and give
It rail connections, a It is hoped it wnl
do during this year, the Bromide dis
trict will become a record breaker
Milwaukee capitalists principally are
Interested In the development and
workings of the district."
REGULATING BARBERS.
A bill providing for the regulation
of barbers and barber shops will come

up In the Colorado legislature this
week. The bill provides for the creation of a board of examiners, which
shall Issue licenses to qualified barbers. No person shall be appointed to
the board until he has passed an examination bo lore the state board of
health, and no barber shall be allowed
to work until he has shown that he is
competent and, above all, understands
the importance of absolute cleanliness
and the use of antlseptfcs. The care
of razors, shaving mugs and brushes
and other Instruments, so as to minim
ize the danger of infection, is a subject
which demands compulsory legislation
such as this bill contemplates.

No

other medi-

cine has been
so successful
1
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COiVEECE

OF ALBUQUERQUE

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
M. 8. OTERO. President.
W. S. 8TRICKLER, V.
and Cssbier, W. J, JOHNSON,

J.

C. BALDRIDGE

A. M. BLACKWELL

DEPOSITORY FOR ATCHISON. TOPEKA

N.

M,

Cashier

W. A. MAXWELL

SANTA

oV

A est

FE RAILWAY

the best dressed men are those who
use the most discretion in the choice
of a laundry, and as a rule they prefer
the work done by the Imperial as It Is
always reliable and the result of skillful and painstaking care.

J.

Imperial Laundry

M. HOORE
(ESTABLISHED 1883.)

Back of Postofflce.

Real Estate,
Fire Insurance,
Loans

"Mr. Howell is a very clever and en
ertaining impersonator and humorist."
Indianapolis Journal.
o
Orders taken for every known make

of stoves
Hardware

ranges.

and

com'-tn-

Albuquerque

y.

Silver
Avenue
Stable

ABSTRACTS OF TITLE TO BERNA! ILLO COUNTY REALTS-TATAND MINING. PROPERTY FURNISHED
PROMPTLY. WILL
INSURE YOUR PROPERTY IN BEST COMPANIES AT
LOWEST
RATES. HOUSES RENTED. RENTS COLLECTED. TAXES
'.'AID
AND ENTIRE CHARGE TAKEN OF PROPERTY FOR
RESIDENTS

LIVERY, FEED AND 8 ALE.
114

WEST 8ILVER AVENUE.
Old 'Phone A22.

AND

Saddle Horses a Specialty. W
board horse andhave first class rigs
L. E. CAREY, Prop.
for hire.

MANAGER OP

B. A. SLEYSTER.

Albuquerque Abstract Company

ACCIDENT INSURANCE,
FIRE INSURANCE,
REAL ESTATE,
NOTARY PUBLIC.
ROOMS
CROMWKLL BLOCK,
Automatlo Telephone 174.

Next Door to First Natlonsl Bank.
New Telephone 222.

12-1-

Mausard's Mills, Albuquerque
CHAS. MAUSARD, Prop.

The Largest and Best
Mill in New Mexico

...

FLOUR AND BRAN IN CARLOAD
LOTS A SPECIALTY.
New Mexico
Albuquerque,

Foundry and Machine Works

It P. HALL, Proprietor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal s nd Lumber Cars; Shaftings, Pulleys,
Grade Bars, Babbitt Metal; Colu runs and Iron Fronts for Buildings;
Repairs on Mining and Ml 11 Machinery a Specialty.
FOUNDRY SIDE RAILROAD TRACK
ALBUQUERQUE N M

FIRE IN8URANCt

THE JOHN BECKER CO.,

Secretary Mutual Building Association
Office at J. U. Baldrldge's Lumber Yard

Roller Mills ard Elevator

M

-

OF

BANK

WITH AMPLE MEANS
UNSj, rASSEL

EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMMODATION
AND 80LICIT8 NEW ACCOUNTS.
CAPITAL, $100,000.00.

Hitching,
t'onailpatlon,
Hllllonsnrsa and
Malaria. Try .

ness of propagating a permanent four-loa- f
clover plant? It could be done and
would add to the value of field clover
by Just one leaf to every stalk.

e

Firty-Bsvont-

1903

plaints as the
llittery. l)ui-in- g
the past 50
years It. has
established an
unequaled record of cures
oi Indirniloa,
Dyaprpil,

For over Sixty Years.
An old and well tried remedy.
Mrs. WInslow's Soothing Syrup has
been used for over sixty years by mil
lions of mothers for their children
while teething with perfect success,
It soothes the child, boftens the gums,
A eclats Prase artemoon dispatches
The death of Col. J. L. Morris, menallays all pain, cures wind colic, and
UNION OF TWO TERRITORIES.
TBjast City and Ceunty Circulation tioned in The Citizen of yesterday,
The opposition of democrats to the Is the best remedy for diarrhoea. Is
from this earth one of the truest
1M Largaat New Mexico Circulation
proposed
union of Arizona and New pleasant to the taste. Sold by drugold
territory
soldiers of this
Ijargaet Nerthern Arizona Circulation and best
gists in every part "f the world.
Uesides being a soldier In the ranks, Mexico may have some connection Twenty-fivcents a bottle. Its value
Capias ef thla paper may ta found on he was an Indian fighter and a scout with politics, says the Denver Repub
aVa at Waakinctoa la tbe offloa of our
is Incalculable. lie ssee and ask for
good
lican.
Arizona
is
to
nearly
Peace
a
with
record.
his
equally
di
mfutiml correspondent, H. O. Hlgnora, ma
N. W Waalilnfton u.
ashes.
viaea neiween tne two parties, witn a Mrs. Wlcalow's Soothing Syrup, and
slight advantage in favor of the demo take no other kind.
Terms of Subscription.
The New Mexican, among its legla crats. New Mexico, on the other hand,
Omaha has an organization known
family, l7 aaatl, one year
16.00
try
(.00 latlve pointers, says: "The new county Is strongly republican. United, the re- as the
IUly,
ilx months
rait,
Omaha Lady rifles, composed
1.60
JxuUy, by mall, tarva months
publican
majority in New Mexico of eighteen young women engaged in
bo to be carved out of the present county
ImBy, by mail, one month
75 or Bernalillo Is to be
1 Ujr. by Barrier, one month
named Miera, a would overcome the small democratic various offices about town. The Lady
S'caUy. by nail, par year
I.Ou
majority in Arizona, and the state rifles will perfect themselves in evolu
Tba Dally CKlsaa will be delirerad in well sounding name this. It Is under
4wa eSty at tha low rata of W Qeuta prr stood tbe bill for the creation of the would send
republican senators and tions and drills under the leadership of
far If eents oar monu when county
aaak. ar UUy.
representatives
to Washington.
a man lieutenant.
in
a
will
be
day
introduced
These rates era leas than
This holds out no brilliant or enticat aay other dally paper In the tar- - or two."
ing prospect for the democrats, and It
Bucklen's Arnica Salve.
The best and most famous com
Since the town of Bernalillo, nine Is not strange that some of them are pound
in the world to conquer aches
teen miles above this city, is In the disposed to let the territories remain and kill pains.
Cures cuts, heals burns,
Of
out
union
bring
the
rather
than
proposed new county, it has been sug
and bruises, subdues inflammation.
them
as
one
state.
in
They hope that masters piles. Mill!oc3 of boxes sold
gested that another name other than
Bernalillo should be given this section. if admission is delayed, they will come yearly. Works wonders in boils, ulcers,
felons, skin eruption. It cures or no
Some argue that the name of Albuquer In separately sooner or later.
While the far west would gain by pay. 25c at all drug storess.
que, while appropriate, is a little too
securing four senators Instead of two,
long to be used.
Miss Katharine Prescott Wormeley
the proposed state Itself would gain
by union, because it would be stronger has translated from French into English forty volumes of Balzac, six vol
.Yesterday, an official communication and possess greater and
more extenxvaa rorolvoH fiv tha rarf.linf.fal Isolds.
umes
of Mollere and twenty volumes
sive resources.
Mtxlco demands Statehood from I ture from the legislature of Arkansas,
People ar$ ioo prone to overlook the of the Versailles historical memoirs.
stating that a memorial had been sent fact that primarily the advantage of She is now at work on Dumas' novels.
Cong:
tha
to the senators and representatives in
statehood is local. It does not consist
The scratch of a pin may cause the
Albuquerque la Improving In every congress from that state, asking their in representation In Washington.
If loss of a limb or even death when blood
support for the omnibus statehood bill. representation
section of the city.
in both branches of con- poisoning results from the Injury. All
President Chaves and Speaker Mon gress were the chief
consideration, the danger of this may 'be avoided, how
toya
aent
message
back
courteous
a
of
objections of eastern people to the ad ever, by promptly applying Chamber
Fuh along the many enterprises thanks on behalf of New Mexico.
now before the people.
mission of new states in the far west lain s Fain Balm. It is an antiseptic
unequalled as a quick healing lini
would have more weight. But the and for cuts, bruises
and burns. For
Hon. Frank A. Hubbell, chairman of question of representation is of small ment
Re Ion, just south of the metropolis,
sale by all druggists.
the
republican
county,
territorial
com
Importance
booming
la
central
Valencia
comparison
these
in
with the
ia
mittee, is at Santa Fe. Yesterday aft right and the power of the people to
Mrs. Coulter, president of the Wo
tars.
ernoon he received the following dis govern themselves and become an in- men's Federated Clubs of Utah, Is also
patch irora Delegate B, S. Rodey: "The dependent community.
The street and avenue changing
a member of the Utah legislature. The
should be repealed. They are omnibus bill Is still before the senate.
Viewed from the standpoint of local clubs belonging to the federation have
coafuaing.
with the talk to kill time still proceed- considerations, whatever will make a pledged themselves to work for a law
ing, but there is a strong undercurrent state strong is an advantage. Texas that shall make the kindergarten a
The present cold snap la very dls in favor of a compromise bill, but is better as a single state than it would part of the public school system.
tresalng to the one-lun-g
colony, and there Is nothing definite to it yet."
be broken up Into five commonwealths.
WEAK AND
aoaw are arranging to seek a warmer
It is stronger, more resourceful, more
climate.
The councllmen and representatives capable of maintaining a large popu- A Correspondent Thus Describes His
Experience.
in the territorial legislature, from this lation and carrying on a state governThe county division proposition has county, can be depended upon to watch ment. By the same token Arizona and
"I can strongly recommend Herblne
stirred up the people of thla city. A out for the Interests of this county and New Mexico uni'ed woulu be better as a medicine of remarkable efficacy
Majority are In favor of the division, tne city or Albuquerque in the matter qualified for statehood than either for indigestion, loss of appetite, sour
taste in the mouth, palpitation, headit must be on a fair basis.
now proposed the division of Berna would be If admitted as a separate ache,
drowlsness after meals with dislillo county. To the readers of The commonwealth. Some Important ele- tressing mental depressions and low
Plenty of anow in the mountains and Citizen, we say: "Don't be uneasy on ments of difference between them exist spirits. Herblne must be a unique prevalleys east of thla city. Insures fine tnat score they will not be caught at present, but these would be over paration for cases such as mine, for a
'water and abundance of grass for the napping when it comes to- fixing mat come in a few years, and the two few doses entirely removed my com
swat six months. Stock raisers are ters satisfactory to the taxpayers of would grow together as one.
plaint. I wonder at people going on
Jisppy.
suffering or spending their money on
this county and city."
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY worthless things, when Herblne is procurable, and so cheap." 60c a bottle
Delegate Rodey will supply the mem
The
Chieftain says: "A num Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets. at Cosmopolitan Pharmacy B. Ruppe
tiers of the territorial legislature with ber of Pueblo
All
money
druggists
refund the
if It
mining districts In New Mexico
farm and garden aeeds. To members have been making
remarkable progress fails to cure. E. W. Grove's signature JEMEZ & 6ULPHUR HOT SPRINGS
cat the house he will send two bags
8TAGE LINE.
in the past few months, without stop ia on each box. 25c.
each, and to Speaker Montoya six bags ping to bother
Carries the U. H. mall; only line with
about
statehood.
Ac
A tunnel under the Thames for the a change of stock en route; good rigs,
sit seeds.
t
cording to the New Mexico papers the
accommodation of pedestrians
has horses and drivers; leaves Albuquer
Bromide
Rio
in
district
Arriba county, been recently completed and opened que
The Chicago Cnronijele correctly an
every Tuesday, Thursday and Sat
Bounces: "Watch the man who wants about twelve miles from Tres Piedras for the public. It is a tube eleven feet urday at 6 a. m. For particulars adon
station
&
Denver
Rio
the
Grande
autd will accept every position up bein diameter, 1,217 feet long, with the dress W. L. Trimble & Co., agents, Al
is forging to the front and top
fore the people. Hla object Is for the railroad,
thirteen feet below the river bed,
will
become
one
of
the most important It Is accessible by electric elevators buquerque, or J. B. BLOCK, proprie
spoils not for the good of the com
tor, Jemez.
in the territory, and will prove a heavy
munity."
n
producer. The leads and ore veins are and a spiral iron railway at either end.
or
great
CARDS
dimensions
PROFE3IONAL
perma
Buy
and
of
The interests of this city and Berna
it Now.
Do not wait until you or some of
lillo county in the matter of county nency. Should the Rio Grande railroad
DENTIST8.
our family are sick nigh unto death,
division, will oe carefully looked after
and then send for Chamberalin's
by Senators Hughes and Albright, and
Edmund J. Alger, D. 13. 8.
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy,
Kepresentatives Montoya, Sandoval
Railroad avenue. Office hours, 8:30
but buy it now and be prepared for an tut
a.
mfl
to 12:30 d. m. : 1:30 d. m. to t p. m.
Bowie.
emergency. It is the one remedy that Telephone
462.
Appointments made by
can always be depended upon In the matt.
The big lumber mill of tbe American
most severe and dangerous cases. For
Ellis MacDougall, D. D. 8.
sale by all druggists.
Lumber company la one of the certainN. T. Armijo building, room 2. Office
ties ot this city. It Is an immense enThe Japanese empress is particular hours, 8:30 a. m. to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30 p.
terprise which the people have every
,1
I
castle could be re- - .
ly well informed about cereals and m. to 5 p. m. Appointments made by
reason now to believe is a foregone r--r V( luced by sieire if the
I
rice growing, that important feature of mall.
I garrison could be starved
I
I
conclusion.
oriental industry.
out. The strongest hrxiv
LT, bos
LAWYERS.
to give up the fight
R. A. Klstler, for years connected
Cut this out and take it to any drug
whin atnrvatirkti Aia.A
8. Hooey
Bernard
with the Las Vegas Optic, has acceptstore and get a free sample of Cham
There are more deaths
ATTORNEY-AT-LAAlbuauerqu. N,
ed a position on the Record. With Dr. LJ it.
berlain's
Stomach
Liver
and
Tablets,
uoui suirvauon man the world tne
M. Prompt attention si van to all business
best physic. They cleanse and in- pertaining
Could and Klstler bota doing work on dreams of. When the stomach
to the proresaion. win pracia rlia.
and the food eaten is not digested vigorate the stomach, improve the ap tice in all courts of the territory and beias vegas Kecora, tnat paper eased
and assimila.ed, then the strength of tbe petite and regulate the bowels. Reg fore the United States land office.
Night to be a hummer in the future.
body begins to fail because of lack of ular size, 25c, per box.
Ira M. Bond
o
vjd tbe weak body falls an
ATTORNEY-AT-LA42 P street N. W.,
making
When
tea,
If tne board of trade is organized nutrition,
never
beef
add
easy victim to the microbes of disease.
Washington, 1). C. Pensions, lands, patalong lines strictly business, it will
Piere-s'the
ents,
salt
meat
copyrights, eavlats, letters patent,
till the
has been cooking
Dr.
Golden Medical Discovers
prove of immense benefit to Albuquer cures diseases of the stomach and other for several hours. Salt acts upon the trade marks, claims.
iue and the adjacent Rio Grande val organs of digestion and nutrition. It fiber and prevents It giving out all its
William D. Lee
.
ATTORNEY-AT-IAWley. Kvery business man In the city, restores physical strength in the only nourishing properties.
Office, room T. N.
way,
uy
T. Armijo building. Will practice In all
cuauiing lue SSSimUS
regardless of his calling, should be (juaaiuic
tion of the nutrition contained in food
ot
territory.
tne
courts
the
A Mother's Recommendation
come a member.
for ovrr three year with a com- I wm
I have used Chamberlain's
Cough
R. W. D. Bryan
01 ciomacn irouuiea," writes Mr John
Rucauon
Remedy for a number of years and ATTORNEY-AT-LAAlbuquerque, N.
al
Arch St., Chicago
The executive committee of the gen lllino-.a- . "K--residingd
tried every ood phviican I have no hesitancy in saying that It is M. Office. First National Bank building.
of,
many
aa
well
patent
knew
having
at
in
mediciuea, hut the bent remedy for coughs, colds and
rral merchants' committee,
oniy lemporary Teller.
One day 1 croup I
W. Clancy
charge the Albuquerque Eastern rail receiYea
have ever used in my family. ATTORNEY-AT-LAW- Frank
friend reconmended your 'Goliien Medical
,
rooms I and 3. N.
I lrmediately procured aorue and
1 nave not
way proposition, are still at work on
express
my
to
confi
words
T. Armijo building, Albuquerque, N. H
iia uae. Commenced lo gain the first week
dence
in
remedy.
A
Mrs.
in
this
matters
connection
there
J.
certain
aud after I had taken only one bottle I could1
aa well aa anyone without experiencing ill Moore, North Star, Mich. For sale by
E. W. Dobson
with, and hope to make some kind of a eat
effecta. I too'., five buttles, ami
am bunny all druggists.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAOffice, Cromwell
good announcement to the subscribers lo annouuc dial I am as well and healthy
block, Albuquerque, N. M.
any one coui be I owe it all to Dr. Herce ai
la a short time.
One of the most charming floral garGolden Mci.io.1 Discovery."
John H. 8tlngle
The sole motive for substitution is to nitures for an evening corsage con- ATTORNEY-AT-LAW- .
Cromwell block,
It was Indeed a bad move on the permit tbe lealer to make the little more sists of two large, shaded velvet rhrys Albuquerque, N. M- part of the city council to railroad profit paid tv the sale of less meritorious anthemums connected by sprays of
PHYSICIANS.
through the two ordinances changing medicines, lie gains. You lose. There- maiden-hai- r
fern.
accept no substitute for "Golden
the names of streets and avenues, fore
Dr. J. E. Bronson
Medical Discovery."
Everybody's liable to Itching piles
without first getting tbe opinions of
FREE. !r. ISerce's Common Sense Rich and poor, old and young terrl Room 17, Homeon&thlo Physician.
Whiting Block.
good
was
a
people
as
r
to whether
the
Medical
is s?nt frte ou receipt ble the torture they suffer. Only one
idea, and at the next meeting of the of stamps to pay espeuse of maili-- g
KINDERGARTEN.
cure.
Doan
sure
Ointment. Abso
t
city council a petition will be intro- only. Send twenty-onstamps lutely safe; can't fail.
Miss Philbrlck's
duced, asking that the two ordinances for the bookforin paper covers, or thirtv.
stamps
the
Why does not some woman who Kindergarten and Primary Department.
volume.
m the subject be repealed. The town one
Conveyances
Lt.
R. V. Tierce, Buffalo, N. Y. lives in the country go into the busi- Commercial club Villdtng.
Address
was laid off with tbe original Idea to
will call tor Highland pupus.
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A. E.

WALKER

A. D. JOHNSON
Have a Stock of New Elipse Wind
Mills and Repairs on hand. Bring
Around Your Wagons.
LEAD

FIRST

AVENUE, BETWEEN
AND SECOND STREET8.

Auto 'Phone 508.

ALBUQUERQUE.

Q. Badaracco

Me.

'if

Dealer in

4

ic-zv- ifr

General Herchandise and
Liquors
Proprietor

of the Summer

Garden

All Kinds of Country Produce Bought

and Sold.
Goods Delivered Free to all Parts of
the City.
Corner of Third and Tijeras
New Mexico
Albuquerque

THESoutnARCADE
First Street
311

...

',. ..

..

t,T? '

'
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When you want to buy Flour and Bran, cr want to sell
Wheat, write to?,
THE JOHN BEOKEK CO., Props.

BELEN, N. M

Residence, Automatic 'Phone 299
Automatic 'Phone No. 516.
Bell Telephone No. 115.

FRANK VAJO, Proprlstor.

The nest ot liquors served to pat
rons of the bar.
Sandwiches of all kinds served.
Nice large rooms, everything bras
new, upstairs for lodging purposes.

MELINI & EAKIN
WHOLESALE

LIQlTRS A

CIGARS

We handle everything In our line
Distillers Agents
Special distributors Taylor & Williams
Louisville, Kentucky.

Ill

8. First 8L,

Albuquerque, N.

M.

FRENCH TANSY WAFERS.
Ladies can depend upon securli
permanent relief from Irregular i
painful periods by using these wafer
Safe and sure at all times.
Avoid worthless substitutes by purchasing only from our agent.
Paris Toilet Co., Lowell, Mass., importers.
W. Y. Walton, prescription druggist,
corner Railroad avenue and Third
street, Albuquerque, N. M., sole agent
for Bernalillo county..

LOCAL

UNDERTAKER SANTA FE PACIFIC RAILROAD.

CLUB BUILDINO.
THOUSANDS SAVED Br
If you want to

COMHERCIAL

DR. KING'S NEW DISCOVERY
For Consumption. Coughs, Colds
and all

THROAT AND LVhQ TROUBLES.

E. C.

M-6-

This wonderful medicine poeitirolj
cures Consumption, Cou;dip. ColU
P'onchitis, Asthma, Pneumonia
h Fever, Pleuris', Lridrippe
Hoarseness, Sore Thror.t sad Whooping Cough. Every bottle guaranteed
NO CURE.

fnCESOcsndfl.

NO PAY.
TRIAL BOTTLES T3EE

Advertise in newspapers
anywhere at anytime
call on or write
Dale's Advertising; Agency

6a N

Merchant. Exctutcira
Cat.
faaNCHCO

ADVERTISE
IN

I

NEWSPAPERS
MAGAZINES
TRADE PAPERS
warn roa

,
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CO.
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Railroad Topics

J. W. White, traveling

the Santa Fe Pacific,

lg

auditor tor
an Albuquer-

que visitor.
Santa Fe Pacific watch inspector. T.
Y. Maynard, has returned from an official trip to Gallup.
R. 8. Goodrich, private secretary to
Superintendent I. L. Hlbbard, of the
Albuquerque division, is in the city.
H. C. Williams, of Las Vegas,
shipped three car loads of
machinery to the Santa Fe cut on,
where he will find water or bust.
A Tucson press dispatch says that
the tie-uof the railroad of the Can-ane- a
Copper company is complete. Not
a single man remains at work. The
smelters are idle and It Is estimated
that the cost to the company from
failure to run the smelters is $15,006
per day.
Albert Wallls, the railroad contractor who formerly resided in Las Vegas
and is said to have made a fortune
since leaving that city, notwlthstand
ing he built a short line railroad with'
out receiving a cent for it, passed
through this city for El Paso the other
night.
F. V. King, the former well known
and popular day chief dispatcher at
Las Vegas, whom many were sorry to
see leave, is now working for the
Southern Pacific at Los Angeles, and
doing well. He has the second trick
and only works eight hours, where he
formerly put In ten and twelve at La's
Vegas.
The El Paso Times says that it is ru
mored that an important change will
soon be made in the management of
the Mexican Central. According to the
report Vice President and General
Manager Nickerson is to have an as
distant, whose title will be assistant to
the general manager. Who this new
man will be has not yet been officially
announced.
It is said that announcement will be
made in a few days of the completion
of a deal by which the 'Frisco will se
cure a large freight tonnage now con
trolled by the Santa Fe, says a Chicago
dispatch. While none of the details is
made public, it is the impression that
the deal is in the nature of acquisition
of trackage by the .'Frisco. In connec
tion with the foregoing report it is said
that the 'Frisco is alout to secure from
the Southern Pacific trackage rights
over the San Antonio & Aransas Pass
to the gulf.
Up to yesterday about 4,500 car loads
of oranges and lemons had been
shipped east for this season over the
Santa Fe and Southern Pacific rail
roads, says the San Bernardino Sun
Of this total 675 car loads were lemons.
Placing the season, as it is now esti
mated at 21,500 car loads, a deduction
of the cars already shipped, leaves 17,'
000 car loads yet to be marketed before
October 31, 1903. Should the present
rainfall, by increasing the size of the
fruit, add, say 10 per cent to the crop
still on the trees, there would remain
for shipment durlr-- the remainder of
the season, according to conservative
estimates, 18,800 loads. The actual
shipment during the season of last
year ending October 31, reached 17
379. Of this total about 1,665 car loads
vere lemons.

Denver Chamber of Commerce Tells
What It Might Do.
The railroad committee of the Den
ver Chamber of Commerce has made a
glowing report on Denver's railroad
prospects. Speaking of the Santa Fe
and Rock Island the report says:
"The Santa Fe system must reach
Denver from both the east and the
west and its line to the south from this
city must have a straight fast track
from Pueblo to Trinidad. A glance at
the map will show that the Santa Fe
could build a branch from Holly to Kit
Carson and come direct Into Denver
over the Kansas Pacific, just as the
Rock Island now comes In from Llmon
Missouri Pacific trains could also come
to this city direct In the same way. A
few cut offs southeast of Holly would,
with its Texas and Oklahoma lines,
give the Santa Fe a direct route from
Denver to Galveston. This connection
is important,
uuring tne past year
fifty millions have been distributed
among the people of Oklahoma, Texas
and Arkansas, for railroad construction. Over 2,000 miles,
of
the nation's new mileage, have been
built in thai section. The people there
have money, and Colorado is their
nearest summer resort as well as their
nearest supply of iron products. The
Rock Island, which has a roundabout
line from Denver to Texas, also needs
and probably will build a direct cut off
running northwest and southeast."

IMPORTANT ITEMS.

ANOTHER VERSION.

well-borin-

p

'

t

railroad or the lease of trackage rights
over that road from the Southern Pa
clflc, which owns the 692 mile road
This gives the Rock Island a direct
line to Galveston, enabling It to handle
traffic to the gulf with facility equal to
tnat of the Atchison, the Missouri,
learned from another source that the
Kansas & Texas and the Missouri Pa
purchase of the Texas Central report clflc.
ed had been contemplated for several
The Houston & Texac Central runs
months by the Rock Island. Further
more, agreements under consideration from Denison, Texas, south threuga
provide for privileges of through ser Dallas, Garrett. Corslcana. Wootan
vice to southern California via El Hearne and Hempstead to Houston. It
Paso and to the north Pacific coast via has branches from Garrett to Fort
Worth and from Hempstead to Austin.
the Ogden gateway.
From Houston to Galveston it uses the
ine union ractnc is under agree tracks
of the Galveston, Harrlsburg &
now
any
not
ment
more
to extend
privileges of any kind to any other sys San Antonio. Thus the Rock island
tern than the St. Paul road and the obtains its much desired extension to
Northwestern enjoy. This was settled the KUlf without bulldlne a new mad
when the St. Paul refused to be dls Its lines connect with the Houston &
criminated against In favor of the Texas Central loth at Fort Worth and
Northwestern and obtained all it asked Dallas.
No official information of the aliove
for recently.
deal has been received, but it is under
If you desire a gooa complexion use stood It constitutes the much talked of
Moki Tea, a puib nerd drink. It acts Rock
deal. It comes
on the liver and makes the skin smooth directly from a Rock Island official
and clear. Cures sick headache. 25c that thefe has never been In contem
ni 60c. Money refunded If It does not
atlsfy you. Write to W. H. Hooker tt platlon a deal letween the Rock Island
Jo., Buffalo, N. Y., lor free samples. , and the Union Pacific. Reports to this
I. O'RleUy A Co., and B. H. Briggs . effect were caused by erroneous infer
ences as to the meaning of Rock Island
Co.
Harriman conferences ln connec
Attorney John S. Miller, of Topeka and
tion with the deal for the Houston &
by
has been retained
the Rock Island
management to conduct the company's Texas Central. It Is generally believed
the Southern Pacific has
defense In the suit attacking the finan latter road, nut has givennot sold the
a satisfac
clal readjustment plan. It is reported tory lease
trackage to the Rock
of
the
interests are
preparing to make a vigorous fight to Island. Thus the deal becomes much
stamp out all possibility of a recur more Important than a traffic alliance
as bas been stated all alone. The en
rence of similar attacks.
mity between George Gould and E. H.
We sell tne create ef blood nun Harriman no doubt aided the deal, as
tiers, Acker's Blood Ellxer, under a pos by providing the Rock Island with
itive guarantee.
It will cure chron trackage to Galveston Mr. Harriman
ic end other blood poisons. If you delivers a rather severe blow to
the
nave eruptions or sores on your body,
or are pale, wetk or run down. It ' .Missouri Pacific.
It Is understood the Rock Island re
Just what you need. We reund money
ir you are not satisfied. 60 cents and fused assistance from the Atchison.
SI. J. H. O'Rlelly & Co, and B. H which offered to help It in gettina to
Briggs a Co.
uaiveston.
HINTS FOR SANTA FE.
TO CURE DANDRUFF.

The funny man on the Las Vegas
Record continues to inflict upon the
railroad employes such paragraphs as
then following:
Fireman McGraw Is laying off to
wander around In tallownota heaven.
Fireman Irby Is laying off just to see
the gang and hear that funny story
over once again.
Engineer James Sturrock, ("Scot
ty ), is up from Lamy to have his
usual light repairs made to the engine.
Earl Payton. who helus the mlehtv
machinist, was off yesterday singing
love songs to his best girl.
Engine 1082 has returned from the
Albuquerque shops looking as prim
and nice as a sweet girl graduate.
Machinist Helper James Lowe was
laying off yesterday seeing to it that
the other girl didn't walk off with his
best girl.
Brakeman Morrison has tired of Arrowing trouble so Is laying off a few
days to see what there is in the atmosphere.
Frark Roper, the man who built the
world, is still missed from his accustomed place at the round house, whlcn
is causing considerable anxious Inquiry.
Engineer Pureell, the man of destiny,
was marked up for eight hours yesterday which he spent in having pleasant
nightmares.
Fireman Morgan still lingers where
the weeping willows grow and finds
the climate so agreeable that he has
no idea when he will report for duty
again.
Fireman O Leary, better known as
"Gloomy Gus," had a suspicion that he
was in need of rest so marked himself
tip for eight hours of the needful yesterday and no doubt will dissolve the
fciispic-ioi- i
before returning to work.
WILL CHANGE THE MAP.
Rock

Island-Harrima-

Deal Said to Be

Vitally Important
"When negotiations now pending for
agreements with the Harriman lines
are complete they will ,e announced,
and the Rock Island map will have to
be changed," said a New York director
tK the company.
That was all this officer would say
in regard to the matter, but It was

Island-Harrlma-

Moore-Leeds-Rel- d

one-thir-

d

Said That Rock Island Has No Alliance
with Union Pacific.
A New York special to the Chioaeo
Evening Post says:
It develops that the much talked of
hock island deal with the Harriman
interests consists either of the ourchase of the Houston & Texas Central
MENDED

CHINA

Don't Do Well With Hot Water.
"We housewives know better than to
use hot water on mended china and
common sense tells me that coffee or
tea should never be used by those who
have undergone operations for stom
ach trouble or appendicitis, etc. In fact
if It were not for the stomach troubles
set up by coffee I believe these opera
tions would not be necessary in nine
cases out of ten," says lady of Peoria,
My husband has been changed
ill.
from a confirmed dyspeptic to an average healthy eater by the use of
Postum In place of coffee. I find it
much richer and clearer by making
over, always adding a little more fresh
Postum and then proceed as if fresh.
My husband never likes it fresh as
well as the second or third make over.
Our physician who recommended Postum to us was a confirmed coffee
drinker but found that one cup of Pos
tum satisfied him and Improved his di
gestion Immediately. Another physician acquaintance had a similar exper
ience, uut I started to write you about
my husband's condition. He had four
operations for stomach trouble. I feel
certain that had he used Postum In
plare of tea and coffee for veara nre.
ceding this the operations would never
have been necessary.
Several weeks ago our Postum ran
out ami be used coffee for several
days. His old trouble asserted Itself
at once and there was an immediate
rush for Postum which drove the
trouble away again." Name furnished
y Postum Co., Battle Creek,
Mich.
To bring out the heavy foo.l vai
i
Postum Cereal Coffee it must be cr,,.L-- .
ed not less than 25 minutes altogether.
It starts to boil ln about 1 minutes
u.en it should be slowly boiled full 15
nilnuteg after boiling has commenced.
Some housewives prefer it steeped for
many hours or even made over.

It is Necessary
Germ

That

the

Dandruff

Be Eradicated.

"Destroy the cause, you remove the
effect. Kill the germ that causes dan
druff, falling hair and baldness, vou
will have no more dandruff and your
nair must grow luxuriantly. Herpiciue
not only contains the dandruff term
destroyer, but It is also a most delight
ful hair dressing for regular toilet use
No other hair preparation is on this
scientific basis of destroying the dun.
druff germ, and none other claims to
be, for the simple reason that It is onlv
recently that a destroyer of the germ
nas been discovered Newbro'a Hernl
clde, the only hair preparation that ac
tuaiiy kills dandruff.
"Sold by leading druztlstii Ron
luc In Stamns for samnln n . ha u
piclde Co., Detroit, Mich. B. H. Briggs
s. (jo., special agents.
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Tlio Store the People Talk About

Cherry Pectoral

ATTHE
LION STORE...

What would you do
the next time you
have a hard cold if

tSo., toe.. 1.
J. O. AjrcrCo.,

He Is without food and must come out
soon. The Mexican population will
lynch him If the police do not Interfere.

UyJjsJ

in black and castor

silk lined

12 Ladles9
in brown and dark grey

N

HlghT

$to.oo and $12.00 coats
ym

XJf.M
Quits

Tallor-Mad- e

suits that were made to sell at $7,50

all splendidly tailored
,

900 yards of Dress Goods to be cleaned out

at once prices cut to the desperation paJnt
prices that will sell the goods at sight

at 69c you can buy Tomorrow only
English Storm Serge, in black and colors;
French
Serge, in black and colors;
Novelty Scotch Tweeds;
Camels Hair Plaids;
Granite Cloths, in colors only;
ol
Black
Cheviot, sponged and shrunk;
Canvas Cloth, in grey and brown
mixtures;
Oxford G.ey Basket Cloth;
Black Satin
boleil, and
Black Grenadine surely it's the sensation
of the season and you couldn't expect a better baro-ain- vrv vr,
worth $1.00 and $1.25 Tomorrow your choice
yQ.
50-in- ch

All-Wo- ol

Million
Put to Work.
The wonderful activity nf Ihn new
century Is shown bv Ln ennrmmm rin.
mana ior tne world s best workers
ur. King s New Life Pills. For con- stipation, sick headache, biliousness,
or any trouble of stomach, liver or
kidneys they're unrivaled. Only 25c
at all drug stores.

All-Wo- ol

50-in- ch

All-Wo-

50-in- ch

46-in- ch

ol

All-Wo- o!

50-in- ch

All-Wo-

ol

All-Wo-

52-in- ch

50-in- ch

56-in- ch

40-in-

COMING EVENTS.

ch

All-Wo- ol

All-Wo- ol
AU-W0-

40-in-

ch

All-Wo- ol

0I

DEMINQ.

I

:

m l

all

tnke your pick Tomorrow at each

A Denver housemaid is sulne her
mistress for several thousand dollars
that the latter borrowed. Even those
housemaid capitalists exact the last
farthing from their unhappy debtors.

0

sizes 32, 34 and 36

take your choice Tomorrow at, each

doctor's treatment for several weeks,
grew worse every day. We then used
Dr. King's New Discovery for consumption, ai.d our darling was soon sound
and well. We are sure this grand
medicine saved his life." Millions
know it's the onlv sure cure for enmrha
colds and all lung diseases. All druggists guarantee satisfaction, noc 11 no
Trial bottles free.

much-talked-o-

PattaJX

tutu.

at less than the cost of the materials alone

Saved Her Child's Life.
"In tSree weeks our chulmr llttlo

-

MP

I

yyjjL
(l

f

and Misses9 Melton and Kersey Jackets

17 Ladles9

boy was changed by pneumonia almost
io a BKeieion. writes Mrs.w. watklns,
of Plearant City, ohlc. "A terrible
cough set in, that, in spite of a good

13-1- 4

AG"

,

Now is the Time to Buy Jackets
and Suits

Miss Elolse Bethea, having passed
highest In a competitive examination
for the appointment, now fills the post
of engrossing clerk to the South Caro
lina legislature.

run-dow- n

7(A

....TO MOVE....

DeWitt's Witch Hazel Salve.
The only positive cure for blind,
bleeding. Itching and protruding piles,
cuts, burns, bruises, eczema and all
abrasions of the skin. DeWitt's Is the
only Witch Hazel Salve that is made
from the pure, unadulterated witch
hazel all others are counterfeits.
DeWitt's Witch Hazel Salve is made to
cure counterfeits are made to sell.
B. H. Briggs & Co., and S. Vann & Son.

Eanne Vanzl. the noted Italian novel
ist. Is in California, gathering material
for a novel dealing with life and social
Wednesday evenings Mrs. Rprrv'n conditions In that region.
canclng school and dance.
A Legacy of the Grip.
Thursday evening. February 12
Is Often a
avatom Woij
aientine dance at Grant hall.
ness, nervousness, lac. of appetite, en
February
Olvmnla Onera com ergy ana amoition, with disordered
pany at Colombo hall.
liver and kidneys often follow an atFebruary 17 Santa Fe Pacific Hose tack of this wretched ill
company bill at Colombo hall.
greatest need then is Electric Bitters,
tebruary 19 Ornheus Concert com the splendid tonic, lood purifier and
February 20 Social dance by Italian regulator of stomach, liver and kid
neys. Thousands have nrnvori tht.'band at Grant hall,
they wonderfully strengthen the ner
pany at Library building.
ves, uujia up tne system, ana restore
February 27 A ball triven v the to
and good spirits after an atInternational Association of Maehln. tackhealth
of ariD. If aufferinar trv tham
Ists, Rio Grande lodge. No. 131. at Co- - Only 60c. Perfect
satisfaction guarlombo ball.
anteed by all druggists.
February
8
Catholic mla
Coffee has been cultivated in Ven
slon at Immaculate Concention church
ezuela only since 1879. and yet It is
by Rev. Father Barry.
f
country's chief
March 2 Schubert Symnhonv club that
commercial product.
quartet at Colombo hall.
March 28 "The Keltles," forty mu
A Liberal Offer.
siclans, at Colombo hall.
The undersigned will
sample of Chamberlain's Stomach and
EXCITEMENT AT RATON.
Liver Tablets to any one wanting a
remedy for illsord era nf t h
Ruth of Gas From Oil Well Near That stomach, biliousness
or constipation.
City.
This Is a new remedy and a good one.
The new oil company Rtruck a small mi aruggisis.
flow of gas at 130 feet, and the volume
Plumbing.
is Increasing every day, says a dls
We have added a plumbing depart
patch from Raton.
Parties coming In from the field to ment and tin shod to our business.
day report the well down COO feet and When you have anything In this Una
a sufficient rush of gas to be heard to be done see us about It before plac
a considerable distance from the well. ing your order. Albuquerque HardGlobules of oil are constantly coming ware company.
up on the water, and it is thought oil
Aluminum house numbers: three for
or gas In paying quantities will be 25 cents. See C. A.
Hudson, Second
found before the contract depth of
avenue.
feet Is reached. Other companies
are preparing to drill.
AN ACKNOWLEDGED
FACT.
Cerrillos
lump goes one third farther
ARIZONA CRIME.
than any other coal, but costs the
Mexican Murdered and Lynching Ii same. 13 per ton. Habn.
Threatened.
Imported beer at the White Elephant
Ramon Reyes, a Mexican, was bru
Just received.
tally murdered last night, and the of
fleers are watching for Manuel Qulves
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors. No.
whom they believe committed
the 205 South First street, over the Hvde
crime, says a dispatch from Bisbee, Exploring Expltlon store, is prepared
Arizona, of February 9.
tc give thorough scalp treatment, dc
The body of the murdered man wan hair dressllng, treat corns, bunions
found this morning at the home of a and ingrowing nails. She gives man- woman who says the two men camp to sage treatment and manicuring. Mrs.
her place and engaged In a bloody bat- Bambini's own preparations of comtle. She refuses to tell who did the plexion cream builds up the skin and
killing, but says that she heard the improves the complexion, and are
name Haihas called.
guaranteed not to bo Injurious. She
Reypg was killed with an axe, his also prepares a hair tonic
that cure
head being almost severed from the and prevents dandruff and hair falling
body.
out; restores life to dead hair; reThe police are inclined to believe moves moles, warts and superfluous
that Reyes was killed while he was hair. Give her a trial. She alnn hm
asleep.
a very fine tooth powder, which sh
Qulves was Jealous of a woman with guarantees to be free from all metallic
whom Reyes was keeping company.
substances. It perfumes the breath,
The officers were looking for Qulves hardens the gums and makes the
teeth
this morning, and one saw him and clean and white.
U highly recomgave chase. The suspect ran down a mended by all first Itclass
dentists. Alcanyon and went into an abandoned so a face powder, a freckle
cure, and
mine shaft, where he U now being pimple cure, and pile cure. All ol
watched for. He wag heavily armed, these preparations are purely vegeta- mm cue omcers are afraid or
i
j
a tital.
killed If they enter the shaft for him. Automatic telephone 490.

J

What we found while taking in
ventory and what will have

Pec-

toral? Better think
this over.

(I I

llON B.StERN.Propriltop

you couldn't get
Ayer's Cherry

(1

Fw Pointers About a Good Town In
8outhern New Maxlco.
Keep your eye on ueming.
Demlng- - has just been Incorporated.
Demlng- - ships over 100,000 head of cattle
annually; la the center of the greatest
breeding region In the southwest and cattlemen all know this.
Demlng, the coming city of New MexA

.. J.

69

W. EDWARDS...

W. H. HAHN

COAL DEALER
Cerrllloc and Gallup Domestic Lump

Coal, 15.00

The Veteran

...Undertaker and Embalmer...
Years Actual Experience
License No. 100 by the State
Board of Health of Kansas.
18

ico.

Demlng has a magnificent school system.
Demlng, the ' railroad center f New
Mexico.
Demlng, the gateway to the best part of
Old Mexico.
Doming, the seat of the new county of
Luna.
Demlng la the great mining center of
the southwest.
Demlng! Don't overlook It if you are
looking for a safe and paying Investment.
Demlng water Is chemically pure-equto Polan springs.
Demlng haa Increased 60 per cent in pop
ulatlon In four yearn.
Demlng water and pure ozone make
strong and healthy people.
Investments in Demlng lota will double
and treble In one year.
Demlng has now a large Ice plant and
electric light system under contract.
In Demlng the demand for rental
houses la live times In excess of the supply.
Demlng has an abundance of water for
Irrigating vineyards, orchards, or gao-dena.
Buy lots and build In Demlng. Tour
rental returns will be 20 per cent on the
Investment.
In Demlng good safe loans can be had
at better rates than In the old established
towns.
At Demlng you can buy lots at f 100
which will pay you 100 per cent In leu
than twelve months.
In Demlng another good hotel la needed
to accommodate the enormous Increase of
population.
Demlng la a great health result has no
superior In climate for the cure of pulmonary troubles.
Demlng will be the great smelter center.
Two large plants will be Installed within
the year.
Why buy high priced lots when you can
get them In Demlng cheap now, with certain advance assured?
Agricultural lands In Demlng are unsur
passed for fertility, production of fruit
and vegetables of all kinds.
Demlng otTera the same opportunities
now that the moat prosperous cities In the
west offered several years ago.
Demlng needs one hundred new houses
to supply the demand, and needs them
now. This demand continues to grow.

New Phone 152.
Old Phone
Residence New Phone 153

Office and Parlors

..III

SECOND AVENUE.,
Open Day and Night

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
Second atreat, between Kallroad and
uopper avenoe

par ton.

Anthracite Nut, 7&0 par ton.
Anthracite, larger alzee,
7Ji
ton.
Wood and Klndllnj, all alzee.

per

Yard and Office: 107 Eaat Rallroaat
avenue; uptown office, Armljo blda- Telephonee:
267; Bell, 45.

'

Automatic,

41S

and

Have You

al

Horaea and Mules bouctit and exchanged. Livery, Sale, Feed and
Tranafer Stables

BET

TURNOUTS

AddTers

IN

THE

CITY

W. L. TRIM BLR k. CO,
AJbuouerque. N. af.

Denver & Rio Grande System

To Exchange ?
Have you a farm and do you
want to trade It for a grocery

atore?

SANTA FE BRANCH.
Time Table No. 71.- -

Have you a horee and do you
want to exchange it for a

(Effective Monday, January 2G, 1903.)
East Bound
West Bound

Have you a bicycle and do you
want to exchange It for a

No. 426
:05 am Lv.. .Santa Ke...Ar
8:55 am:
Iipanola
10:15 pm
Embudo
3:35 pm . . .Trcs Piedras...
6:35 pmj
Antouito
8:50 pm
Alamosa
1

.....

3:05 am

pianof

No. 425

6:00 pm
2:45 pm
1:25 pm

10:30 pm

8:10pm
6:40 pm
1:37 am
9:30 pm

Pueblo
7:15am Ar... Denver ...Lv
Trains east leave Tuesday. Thursilav
and Saturday. Trains west arrive Monday, Wednesday and Friday.
Connections with the main line and
branches as follows:
At Antonito for Duraneo. Silverton
and all points ln the San Juan country.
At Alamosa (with standard gauge)
for La Veta, Pueblo, Colorado Springs
and Denver, also with narrow gauge
or Monte Vista, Del Norte and Denver,
Creede and all points fn the San Luis
valley. At Salida with main line
(standard gauge) for all nolnta east
and west Including Leadville and nar
row gauge points between Salida and
Hear Mr. Howell In "EUcn Holden" Grand Junction.
At Florence and Canon City for the
at Congregational church Thursday
gold camps of Cripple Creek and Vicevening, February 12.
tor. At Pueblo, Colorado Springs and
Denver with all Missouri river lines
for all points east.
For further information address the
undersigned.
212 W. Railroad Avenue.
Through passengers from Santa Fe
The finest line of Liquors and Clgan in standard gauge sleepers from AlaAll patrons and friends cordially lnvlr-e- mosa can have berths reserved on apto visit "The Iceberg." Lunch U plication.
served every day.
A. S. BARNEY, Act. Gen. Agt..
8TEVE BALLINQ,
Santa Fe, N. M.
"
Proprietor.
S. K. HOOPEU, G. P. A., Denver, Colo.
.
..

The ICEBERG

Anything

camera?

Have you a gun and do you
want to trade It for a book-

case?
Have you a wash boiler and do
you want to exchange it for
a rugT
Have you a pair of akatee and
do you want to trade them
for a punching bagf
Have you a eprlng overcoat and
do you want to exchange It
for a baby carriage f
Have you a atove and do you
want to trade It for a refrig-erator- T
Have you a dog and do you
want to exchange him for a

roosterf

II Costs

Yii Oil! ic a wtrt
In

The Daily Citizen
Want Columns.

THE ALKUQUERQU. DAILY CITIZEN
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DESERT

BLOOMS.

What Settlement and Especially
gation Is Doing for

Irri-

New Mexico,

amount $100,000 have been InauguratDEMOCRATS
WILL OPPOSE.
ed or completed In the lower Pecos
valley, that is, in the neighborhood or
south of Carlsbad. A great part or this
amount Is being expended by the irri- They Don't Like the Statehood Comgation company here In the construcpromise Proposition.
tion of Its new cement flume. The
balance has gone Into newly planted
10,-0orchards, there having leen above
fruit trees already set out, business
OMNIBUS BILL ALL RIGHT.
blocks and experiments in cotton grow0

j

TOWNS

A

writer

ALONG

NEW ROAD.

In the Denver News, in a

ing.
A special telegram to the Denver
As to the cotton, some 2,000 acres of
rich new land Is now being cleared and News, from Washington, dated Februprepared for next year's crop. The ary 8, says:
smaller experiments In cotton planting
It Is reported loday that the republihere have uniformly been encouraging,

WEDNESDAY

FEBRUARY

New Orleans Dally News, August 14,

11 1903

ter undisturbed

in a neglected cove
would live for twenty-fivyears before
This big company will arpear at the it finally died of old age. And an oysColombo hall on Friday and Saturday ter of the Maurice river type keeps on
evening and Saturday matinee, of this growing all the time. I have seen
week.
some myself tnat measured nearly a
fort In length." Philadelphia Record.
DO per cent of the oysters sold In Albuquerque are patent case oyBters.
Trv tho home made scientific bread
Patent case oysters are sold only by at the Wonan's Exchange; loaves 5
the SAN JOSE MARKET.
cents each. If you wl3h good cake, pie,
cooWes or doughnuts go to the WoSfcure reserved seats Thursday. man's Exchange.
Remember every
February 12, for "Eben Holden,' at Saturday
Boston Brown bread and
II. E. Fox's, 50 cents. General admis- baked beans. Wednesdays meat pies.
sion 2i cents.
On Tuesdays and Thursdays salt rising
bread. Always on hand a full stock of
Early Spring Styles, Knox Hats!
.Jiif-unpacked the latest style soft Health Foods. Woman's Exchange,
323 Second street.
and stilt Knox hats. They comprise
the largest and most complete assort-Rev. Ill R. Hicks' Almanac for 1903,
nt of high grade hats ever brought a copy of which we have, is certainly
a
to Albuquerque. Call In and see them. splendid, artistically printed, luminousthe Railroad Avenue Clo- ly Illustrated book. The storm and
Pinion
thier.
weather forecasts of Professor Hicks,
.
ti
Do not fall to hear Mr. Howell In now too well known to need comment,
"Eben Holden," Thursday evening, are given fully In this fine book of
February 12, at the Congregational nearly 200 pages. No family or business should be without it. Send 30c In
church.
stamps to Word and Works Pub. Co.,
o
Dancing school and dance at Grant 2201 Locust street, ut. Louis, Mo., with
your address, and you will get a copy
hall tonight, by Mrs. Berry.
by return mail.
We are sole agents for tne Leggett
& Piatt steel bed springs, every one
STORAGE.
guaranteed thirty days' trial and If
At A. J. Crawford's
warehouse on
not satisfactory your money back
price $5.00.
Also the Duplex mat- North First street, opposite John A.
tress at $7.50 on the same conditions. Lee's lumber yards.
Futrell Furniture company.
SOLID COMFORT.
For a hot fire on a cold day our
s
Don't forget Mrs. Berry's dancing
lump beats them all.
Hahn,
school at Grant hall tonight. Social
t
both 'phones.
dance following.
.,,
11.02.

e

communication from Carlsliad, this territory, Uas this to nay about that prosperous section of New Mexico:
The number of northern and eastern and it has been clearly demonstrated can friends of the omnibus statehood
people coming Into southeastern New
that cotton thrives here under irriga- bill and Its republican opponents
Mexico and the upper Panhandle counThe balls are large and well have agreed upon
tion.
meastry Is beyond all comparison the larg- filled out and tl e fiber long and clean. ure that will admita compromise
New Mexico and
section,
the
of
history
est in the
The low cost of Irrigation water here Arizona as one state, and Oklahoma
ltnds of all kinds have been In de- promises to make this a favorite crop and Indian Territory as another
though
mand, from the stock raiser who wants hereafter.
the provision may be that the law will
room for a herd of 1,000 Hereforda, to
hot operate as to the Indian Territory
the party with a team of horses, a wafor five or six years to come. This Is
"AVENUES,"
AND
gon, a dog and the usual number of "STREETS"
on account of treaties with the five civ
tow headed children, the latter, as a
ilized tribes occupying tho territory
rule, being satisfied with a quarter secoffering some obstruction.
living
a
tion and a chance to scratch
In anticipation of such a measure
Few Interviews on the Changing
off his patch somehow.
Senators Carmack, Teller, Dubois,
Another class that Is graually driftPatterson and Rawlins met last night
of the Streits.
ing this way In constantly Increasing
to take counsel about it. These and
towell
fairly
numbers la the party,
all other democratic senators have
do, knowing the value of water In this
stood loyally by the omnibus bill, even
ALL AGAINST THE IDEA.
arid southwest, Is in search of lands
refraining from debate that the opponIs
or,
It
as
Irrigated,
that can be
ents of the measure might sooner extermed, ""under the ditch," and has the
Since the city council passed two press themselves and a vote be securjnoney to buy' with.. This element
ed, but they will not approve any meaamong the newcomers Is the desirable ordinances, relative to changing streets sure that consolidates New Mexico and
'
one, for they come to stay and not only and avenues Inth'e city,'' tnefe Has been Arizona. They declare that the terril ulld up a district, lut develop and more or less comment on the subject, tories had better remain without
"
leautify It as well.'
4.
and some of the Duslness tnerf have ex- statehood for twenty years ,than the
Aa a sample of how rapidly some of
outrage of consolidating two territoterms,
pressed
"
in
Potatoes!
bitter
MONUMENTS.
t,themselves
,tlie
A
Valley
Pecos
the sidetrack on
ries each as large as Colorado Into
'
All kinds of stone and marble work.
Northwestern 'railroad develop "into some going sd far as to say that the one state should be perpetrated, and 501Potatoes plenty at J. F. Palmer's,
First avenue.
Prices moderate. Shop and yard corTillages and then Into very respectable aldermen surely did not have the inter- they give out the likelihood of the
ner Fifth street and Railroad avenue.
towns, the town of Portales might be ests of the city at stake when, they democrats talking the compromise
See the new Knox Pantouris hat.
H. Q. MAURINO & CO.
named. A trifle over two years since
measure to death If Quay should sur- comes in the light beaver color. The
pass
that
and
ordinances
to
the
voted
Portales boasted of a depot, a house
render to the enemies of separate swellest thing In the market. Simon
for the agent, a Store where a few they cast their votes with the intention statehood for the two territories. They Stern, the Railroad Avenue Clothier.
helves on one side of the building ac- of satisfying a personal vanity.
don't object to the consolidation of
Hear Mr. Howell In "Eben Holden"
commodated all the stock, a small shed
signed very Oklahoma and Indian Territory, for
A petition has been
with a board nailed en the outside with few, if any, refusing which will be both of these are small relatively to Thursday evening. February 12, at the
AND SATURDAY MATINKM.
New Mexico and Arizona.
"restaurant". fainted on it with a mark
Indeed, Congregational church.
next
the"
to
council
at
presented
the
Commencing
13
Friday, February
ing pot and four saloons. At that time
they believe that the consolidation of
Notice of Stockholders' Meeting.
THE FAMOUS
erythlng In' the locality was con- meeting, asking that the two ' ordi- the latter would be the best solution,
will be a stockholders' meetnected in one wT .or another with the nances be repealed, and It is quite like- but they are radically opposed to con- ingThere
of
C. & C. Consolidated Mining
the
popufloating
cattle interests, and the
ly the council will not turn down the solidation of New Mexico and Arizona. Company on March ith, 1903, at 7:30
Delegate Rodey will be favorable to p.
lation consisted mainly of cowboys. To- wishes of the signers.
m. at the office of L. B. Stern.
day this sidetrack has turned into one
the measure if he becomes convinced
LEON B. STERN, Secretary,
so
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a
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ulation of Arizona, almost to a man, day night.
40
PEOPLE
four a luk, wagon and Implement
full orchas-tra- . 40- - PEOPLE
stores, general merchandise stores, sentative of The Citizen staff called on and woman, are opposed to the consol
Pretty Girls, Tuneful Music, Clever
hotels, restaurants, and sidewalks so a number of the prominent profes- idation, and will fight It to the end.
Comedians, Gorgeous Costumes.'
Go to the Congregational church tocrowded with eager, busy people that sional and business men of the city in There are those who do not believe
it Is hard to make way through them. quest of some of the arguments for that Senator Quay will desert his dem morrow night
The Leading Comic Opera Organizao
Every quarter section within twenty and against the changes made by the ocratic allies who have stood by him
tion of the Country,
early
spring
Just
received
the
Knox
miles of the town now has its tenant, city council, and the following brief In his fight for statehood so unanim stiff hats. They differ in various ways
pffrtrNrNO-..- ..
obtained;were
interviews
unflinchingly.
coming
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and
The
and windmills loom up in every direcFriday Evening, Richard Stahl's Masteyear
with
styles,
Is
crown
last
the
the
Attorney Frank W. Clancy Said: "I week will determine whether he will
tion. The secret of the success of this
r-Bit
Comof Opera-Bouff- e
a little lower and the brim a little narparticular town lies in the fact that don't bellevethe changes will be of any or not.
pos I ti on
rower.
They
highest
grade
are
the
may
great
practical
sound
value.
It
good water in abundance lies within
stiff hats in the market, $5, but prove
from twelve to twenty feet of the Bur- - and' look better to have 'avenues' and BT from Kansas City corn fed beef. the cheapest in' the long run. Simon
Saturday Evening, the Greatest of all
face throughout the district. Of course 'streets,' but you will find that in all the best in native meats, market spec- Stern, the Railroad Avenue Clothier.
Cornice Operas, DeWolf Hopper,
this cannot be said of all these new cities different portions of streets are ialties of all kinds. At the SAN JOSE
n
and Delia Foxs' Wonderfully
towns. In 'fact, the contrary is usually designated by north, south, east or
AGE
OF
OYSTERS.
Successful and Infinitely
the case, but front the great numbers west. The only change in the resolu- MARKET.
o
Amusing. ... t
Years Old
that are flocking into this country it tion that attracted my attention was Thursday night at Grant hall. Val- They Live to Be Twenty-fivand Got a Foot Long.
would appear that people believe that the changing of Tijeras road to
entine dance. Music furnished by the
A wholesale oyster dealer was sizing
avenue. Tijeras road practically
the same conditions as to water prefull orchestra.
Matinee, Andrew's
up a new invoice yesterday. "There Grand Saturday
vail everywhere. For many of these follows the old wagon road that leads
Laughing
Musical Hit,
Famous
MARare
Choice, fresh fish. SAN JOSE
some old fellows in that lot," he
new towns there are hard times ahead. to the bills,' and I consider it a good
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said,
one
he
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some
shoved
memory
side
preserve
.
KET.
plan
to
of
this
the
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are
dry,
hot
The
bound to come
abnormally large ones. He picked out
,
,
And where irrigation is Impossible and old landmark.
STATEMENT
one and measured it. The shell was
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"At first I thought the new scheme
water lies from 1,600 to 2,000 feet be
25c, 50c and 75c
Matinee
long.
neath the surface profitable cultiva of street names all right," said E. W. Of the United States Branch of the eight Inches
50c, 75c and $1.00
Night
age
oyster
of
an
"The
has
absoluteI
Dunbar,
have
since
considered
"but
tion of the soil becomes impossible.
Palatine Insurance Company. Llm-- ly no
Seats on sale for entire engagement
"
effect upon its quality," he said.
The history of Portales finds its it I have changed my mind. I believe
Ited, of London, England, Decem"It does'nt get tough with age like the on Monday, February 9th, at 9 o'clock,
counterpart in a very few other towns It would be .better to call the entire
ber 31st, 1902.
higher order of animals. How long at Matson's Book Store.
on the line At the road. Hereford, street 'First street' or 'Second street,' Assets
$1,790,150 27
may.
or
be,
whatever
number
it
and
1.033,921 68 does an oyster live? Well, I couldn't
Borlna, and others show almost a like
Liabilities
say, exactly. I have known Maurice
from one end to the other without any
phenomenal growth.
river oystermen to claim that an oys- Fop Piles, Burns, Sores
$ 756,228 59
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As to Roewell, its population - has duplicate numbers."
given
"I
changes
street
the
havn't
OTTO
Agent,
DIECKMANN,
mors than doubled In the past eighteen
'
Albuquerque, N. M,
"mbnths the Aumber of psople now much thought,"' said E. U Washburn,
s
re- - "but Id my opinion the change is uncensus
a
town
according
to
there,
Freeh lobsters, SAN JOSE MAR- necessary, and would only put the city
' cently made, lelng 4,800. KET.
Between Portales and Roswell, a dis- to more expense in replacing the numSTATEMENT OF CONDITION
tance of llxty miles, may be teen any bers and street names." .
Olympla Opera Company in "Wang."
'
OF THE
liarry Strong The
Undertaker
number of squatters, and many bona
required either an eagle
It
hasn't
fide settlers as well, who have their street changes may be all right in the eye or a massive mine to observe that
dugouts and shacks planted on the side end, but they only cause considerable a goodly number of opera lovers and
' hills, and, as a general thing, apparconfusion now, and I think are unnec- amusement seekers In general in New
ently trusting to Providence to send essary.
Orleans have fallen victims to the
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
"I have signed a petition to have the charms of Wang, as it is staged and
aufflclent rain to ralBe a little fodder
changed
original
names,"
to
streets
the
sung by the Olympia Opera company.
"roughness," as they call it for their
as rendered to Comptroller Currency at close of
few bead of lean stock and a little said O. A. Matson, "as I did not think The opera pleased a big crowd Sunday
business February 6, 1903.
the change necessary."
evening when it was first put on, and
"garden truck." Many of these
I
am
Undertaker
Edwards
J.
W.
in
evening
suceedlng
then
since
the
belong to a class often met with
each
$ 1,163,130.94
Loans and Discounts
In the Indian Territory and known favor of leaving the street names the audiences have been very large indeed,
48,720 J 1
Bonds, Stocks, Real Estate
there as "nesters." They stay nowhere same as they were ip the first place. It and enthusiasm has reigned supreme.
not only confusing in directing, but Just Ask of the Man in the Moon" is
39,000.00
Banking House and Furniture
very long and a few dry weeks gener$312,000.00
is confusing regarding property that a topical ditty that has made a big hit.
United States Bonds
ally finds them on the road again.
737,455.26
1,049,455.26
as sung by Edward Engleton, Leo AdCash and Exchange
After ope leaves Roswell and. . its has been deeded. .
L. C. Brooks, manager San Jose Mar do and Miss Lottie Kendall.
The
beautiful surroundings and proceeds
2,298,306.51
down the Pecos river toward Carlsbad ket It looks to me that the original crowd could not apparently get enough
LIABILITIES.
he sees some of the best improved plan of street names was satisfactory. of It last night. Lottie Kendall has the
"I believe that the plan of having the prettiest song in the opera, and one of
$ 224,634.00
Capital and Profits
farms in the territory. Orchards that
150,000.00
Circulation
have achieved a growth of eight or ten streets, north and south and the ave- the sweetest ever written, entitled
1,923,672.51
Deposits
years and which are wonderfully pro- nues east and west simplified matters," "A Pretty Girl A Summer Night,"
ductive and fine paying investments, said B. Ruppe, proprietor of the Cos and most effectively does she render it
$2,298,306.51
are seen adjoining every dwelling, mopolitan pharmacy. "While I would
'
There is an air of prosperity, an appear not dispute that a man can easily ac One Minu
ance of thrift about these new homes custom himself to the new names. Salt For Coughs, Colds and Croup.
has a peculiar method of
that tell plainly of an intention to re Lake City
main. 'The improvements
made are street naming, and I have heard from
residents of that city that It was very
fixtures, not makeshifts.
greatly
As the town of Carlsbad Is approach easy and facilitates matters
ed a decided change is noted these when one becomes accustomed to it
winter days in the temperature. The Although It appears odd and hard to
town lying 600 feet lower than Roswell the stranger, it is only a matter of be
It is not necessary to put your hand in the water.
miles farther south, it coming accustomed to it."
and seventy-fivW.
proprietor
of
Malette,
J.
Wrings Mop thoroughly and instantly
the Fair
Is at least 10 degrees warmer than that
I Bpent several years in the poBt- place and fully 25 degrees warmer than
Call and see them
Amarlllo. The absence of cold winds offlce department, and when a city un
Our Spring stock is now complete in every line
baa also much to do with keeping up a dertakes to change the street names it
confuses the government. In my opinmild and even temperature.
Write us for prices
It is estimated that in the past few ion this change was unnecessary.
Imsee
couldn't
"I
any
was
it
that
months improvements exceeding in
provement," said H. 13. Fox, "and I
signed the protest against it."
"I consider It a better plan to have
that gets your lungs sore and weak north, south, east and west portions,"
and prres the way for pneumonia or said A. H. Yanow. "It Is best to let
consumption, or both. Acker's Eng- well enough alone."
lish Remedy will stop the cough in a
Other business men and merchants
day and heal your lungs. It will cure of the city, who were seen in regard to
consumption, asthma, bronchitis and changes, which are
all throat and luca troubles. Positive every property owner,of Importance to
have expressed
ly guaranteed, sad money refunded If
WHOLESALE HARDWARE
not satisfied. Writs to us for free sam- themselves as being against the ordinance,
by
passed
113-115-1ple. W. H. Hooker
the city council.
Co.. Buffalo, N.
Kouth First Street
Albuquerque, New Mexico
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The largest and most complete stock of House Furnishing Goods in
city. A complete stock of everything for prices below all competition.
Clean goods, right prices, square dealing. Ladies'' Desks and Chairs,
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DeWltt's
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Wool, Hides, Pelts
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FIRST NATIONAL BANK

We handle

.
K. C. Baking Powder,

Navajo Blankets,
Curtice Canned Goods,
Colorado Lard anl Meats.
Houses at
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M., EA8T LAS
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VEGAS,

N. M. AND GLOR-- I
ETA, N. M.

IF YOU ARE A STRANGER
In a strange land and need a doctor,- do you ring the first doctor's bell you
see, or make careful Inquiry? If you:
bad to furnish the doctor's Instruments for an Qperatipnycu would see
that they were of a good make) strong
and sharp. How about drugs, the pre-- "
scriptlons, you long for him to effect
a cure with? You can't judge the quality of these, but must depend upon'-thdruggist's reputation. We are not
the "only druggists," but think our reputation will bear scrutiny.
,
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GEO. B. WILLIAMS, Prescription

Druggists, 117 West Railroad Avenue.
Colorado Phone 63.
Automatic Phone 458.

Salve
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(Incorporated)
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GROSS, KELLY&CO.
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Berry-Devln-
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STRONG

j

BALDRIDGE

J. C.

Native and Chicago Lumber.

PAINT CoversBUILDING PAPER Always In Stock.
Morel Looks Bestl Wears LongestlSash, Doors, Blinds, Plaster, Unt.
Most Economical I Full Measurel
Cement, Glass, Paint (to.
First Street and Lead Avenue, Albuquerque.
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therefore the motion could be entertained. Mr. Pendleton had left the
ball and on the roll call the house adAll ciantjlflea advertisement
Note
journed until 10 o'clock tomorrow
or ratir "liners," one cent a word for
(Concluded from page one.)
morning by a vote of 12 ayes to 11
each Insertion. Minimum charge for- nays.
Adjournment was taken at 12:50.
or
one,
danger
any
15
a
for
or
which
cents.
advertisements,
classified
demtc
5
Tho Groceries you buy here are just right.
In order to insure proper classification quarantine should be maintained. A
Diseases brought on or aggravated
ail "liners" should be left at this of strong fight was made asalnst the bill
Tho best quality at a fair price.
flee not later than 3 o'clock p. m.
In which Crlstoval Sanchez was leader, by cold weather, is told about in "Care
and the entire morning was spent in of Invalids," Issued by the medical dePERSONAL PHOPERTY LOANS.
40-ce- nt
filibustering.' Mf. Sanctis first moved partment of The Mutual Life Insurance
that the substitute be ordered printed Company of New York, and sent on reto the Judiciary com- quest to those who address the home
On Furniture, Pianos, urgans. Horses, and
Mr.
Dalies
askod that the bill office of the company, Nassau, Cedar,
Wagons and other Chattels, also on mittee.
Will cause" a satisfied smile wherever used.
The'
request was William and Liberty streets, New York
full.
in
he
read
in
Q
Salaries. FROM $10 UPWARDS. One;
Kemeinbcr tho place and don't waste time
bill
read.
granted
and
It amends City.
the
to twelve months time is given.!
o
looking for these things.
200 of the compiled
0
and
sections
17
Wkaout delay and strictly private. laws of 1897. Mr. banchez then exGoods remain In your possession. GET
plained that his motion was made as
OUR RATES before borrowing.
a demand for time to consider the sub
OFFICES,
PRIVATE
214 W. Railroad Ave
stitute. Mr. Pollard protested and said
OPEN EVENINGS.
the bill had been introduced at the reCO.,
LOAN
THE HOUSEHOLD
quest of the cattle sanitary board and
jmcm .rjx3eK3exwoX3exo
Rooms 3 and 4 Grant Building,
LIVESTOCK MARKETS.
was approved by that body and the
306 West Railroad Avenue.
governor. He stated that it provides
Chicago,
for the emergency that has arisen of
Chicago, Feb. 11. Cattle Receipts,
WANTED.
FINE FURNITURE
danger to the cattle Industry from 8,0(10 head;
slow and weak;
MAKES FINE ROOMS
WANTED Girl to do housework, no Texas fever and prompt action Is need- good to prime market
steers,
$4.507.75; poor
washing or ironing. Inquire imme- ed. It was a general measure affecting
to
$3ffi4.25;
stockers and
medium.
you
furnish,
have a bedroom to
It
diately at No. 423 North Second the whole territory nnd he urged its
reeilers, $2.25g:4.40; cows. $1.40? 4.30;
either in whole or In part, you should
street. Mrs. F. E. Sturges.
Immediate passage.
heifers. $24.60; canners, $1.402.0;
not fail to take advantage of the rare
WANTED At salesman, speaks per
Mr. Foliard was Interrupted by a bulls. $2(S4.50;
3.CO7.75;
calves.
Co.,
&
Futrelle
by
now
offered
a
Spanish,
position
In
chance
fect
desires
message from the council announcing Texas fed steers. $3.25 4.25.
to buy the highest grade pieces at
dry goods store; country preferred.
the passage of council bill No. 20, the
Sheep Receipts, 2,000 head; sheep
special prices, much below the usual
Address K. this office.
bill, and amended coun and lambs steady to strong; good to
woman as coal oil repeal
WANTED A middle-agerates. We want your trade, cash of
to the burial of choice wethers. $4.50 5.50;
fair to
housekeeper.
Inquire at 216 Rail- cil bill No. 6. relating
time. See our new line of carpets.
Indigent
soldiers.
choice mixed, $3.50 4.50; western,
road avenue.
Mr. Pollard resumed his remarks $4.50 5.40; native lambs, $4.306.55;
WANTED Few experienced coal diggers at Carthage coal mines. Ad- and at some length spoke strongly in western lambs. $3.25 4.o0.
bill and pointed out the
favor of
Kansas City.
Co.
dress A. H. Hilton, San Antonio, wisdom o.the measure.
the
Kansaa City, Feb. 11. Cattle ReN.
M.
'
Vladucl
EnJ
West
.
Mr. Llewellyn, as chairman of the ceipts, 13,000 head, including 2,000
WANTED An experienced tree trim- Judiciary committee,
said the commit- Texane; market 'weak to 10c lower;
Cor. Second Street and Gold Avenue
mer. 816 Second evenue.
tee
carefully.
examined
had
the bill and native- steers, $3.75 5.35; Texas and
position
to cook. Call by
WANTED A
vote
bad recommenda
unan(mous
Indian' steers, $3.00 4.25; Texas cows,
at 316 Third avenue.
GOOD TO THE LAST BITEt
ed its passage. He said it Is so abso- $2.252.90; native cows and heifers
WANTED A position with a chance lutely
simple that there need be no $1.50 3.90; stockers and feeders. $2.75
by a strong young man with business
delay In its passage. Mr. Bowie made
4.50; bulls, $2.406; calves. $2.50
aptly describes the tender, juicy, fine
abilities; no healthseeker.
Address a speech in favor of the passage of the
6; western steers, $2.755.06; western
flavored bone sirloin steaks we fur
"H. & L.," this office.
bill. Martin Sanchez moved its read- cows, $1.753.
nish. Lots of other good things In the WANTED Agents witn knowledge of ing the third time preparatory to being
Sheep Receipts, 3.000 head; market
city trade; others may write; good placed on passage. Mr. Howie offered strong; muttons, $35.35; lambs, $3.40
meat line, too roasts of beef, lamb
Inducements to responsible parties. as an amendment to suspend the rules
and mutton; turkeys, chickens, game;
6.25; range wethers, $34.35; ewes,
Address Boyer Bitters Co.,
and Pedro Sanchez went into the his- $3 4.90.
ham, fresh and cured, etc., etc. Those
East Fifth street, Cincinnati, Ohio.
tory of Texas and New Mexico at great
who know, speak well of our meats
WANTED Housekeeper and cook for length. He said formerly Texas sent
you will If you try them.
WOOL MARKET.
family of two. Apply 601 North armed men to conquer New Mexico
Second street.
St. Louis.
WANTED Mefl to learn barber trade. and now it sends a fever. He believed
St. Louis. Feb. 11. Wool Steady:
in every man taking care of his own
Free transportation to St. Louis, and did not
think the bill should be territory and western medium, 17
New Orleans or San Francisco as we
COPvuiorvr.
passed
full investigation and 19c; fine, 1318c; coarse, 13 17c.
without
have no college convenient; steady
He favored printing
practice, instructions lectures, diplo- consideration.
GRAIN AND PROVISIONS.
bill an- it and asked
mas given graduates. This special the
Chicago, Feb. 11. The following are
offer can only be had by writing that time be given the members to
doing. Mr. Turner the quotations at the close of market
Moler Barber College Representa- know wnat they are
favored the amendment of Mr. Bowie. today:
tive, Albuquerque, N. M.
Is a most important factor in the
Wheat May.
July, 74i.
WANTED Several persons of charac- Crlstoval Sanchez moved to table the
but the motion was lost
Jewelry .worn, and best results are
May, 45.
Corn Feb.,
ter and good reputation In each state amendments,
7 yeas to 17 nays. The motion by
obtained from artistic designs and
Oats Feb., 35Vi: May,
(one in this county required) to reprules and
Our rings,
tasteful settings.
Pork May. $16.90; July, $16.30. '
resent and advertise old established Mr. Bowiebill to suspend thepreparatory
the third time
brooches, pins, etc., are of that high
Lard Feb., $9.52V4: May, $9.42V4.
wealthy business house of solid fin- read the
art and quality found only in jewRibs May, $9.20; July, $9.05.
ancial standing. Salary $21.00 week- to its passage was then adopted by
elry of the finest make.
g
ly with expenses additional, all pay- 19 to 6.
MONEY AND STOCKS
Crlstoval Sanchez moved to adable in cash direct each Wednesday
journ,
19
but
by
was
motion
tho
lost
from head offices. Horse and carNew York, Feb. 11. Closing stocks:
riage furnished when necessary. nays to 6 yeas. On this and the many Atchison,
Atchison, preferred,
JEWELER.
subsequent
roll
nearly
calls
all
those
References. Enclosed
101; New York Central, 150V4; Pena
passage
opposed
to
of the bill ex- sylvanla,
the
Watch inspector A., T. & S. F.
envelope. Colonial Co., Caxton Bldg.,
150; Southern Pacific,
plained their votes at length. Crlsto- 65T4;
and 8 F. P. Railroads.
Chicago.
Union Pacific, 102; Union Pa
val Sanchez1 then .moved to postpone
cific preferred, b6 United States steel,
further consideration until 10 o'clock 39; United States Steel, preferred.
FOR RENT.
tomorrow morning, but
was lost
FOR RENT Furnished rooms. Large by a vote of 17 to 7 onthis
88.
THIRD STREET
motion to
Money Market. '
number to select from. Suitable for table the original motion. Mr.
Pollard
New York, Feb. 11. Money on call
light housekeeping. The Hoffman,
moved
per cent; prime mercantile paper,
corner Third and Copper avenue. Crlstovalthat the substitute be passed. 3
Sanchez promptly moved to 4
per cent;, silver, 37.
Mrs. Gordon, proprietress. ,.
adjourn, but the motion was lost by 6
FOR RENT Very disirable sunny ayes to 19 nays.
Mr. Sanchez exMetal Market.
room. Bath. Private family, Ad- plained his vote at great length on
New York, Feb. 11. Lead Quiet;
this
All kinds
this tfffiee.
Meals dressRENT
$12,750
Copper Steady;
of
roll call and tried to read the existing $4.12V4.
Nicely furntBhed front
FOR
laws regulating cattle, but as soon aa $12.95.
exposure.
Prlroom;
Bath.
southern
STEAM
FACTORY.
he commenced to read them Mr. Lie- . vate family.
Address this office.
OLYMPIA OPERA COMPANY.
ellyn
raised the point of order against
FOR RENT Bright sunny rooms for
not
explaining
was
he
his
him
that
light housekeeping, C22 West RailFast ADoroachlno Close of Notable
y r.. .
road avenue. Inquire In the brick vote and. Speaker Montoya ruled In
Season of Comic Opera.
EMIL KLEIN WORT.
favor of the point. Martin Sanchez
part.
The extraordinary success of the
cenMASONIC BUILDING.
Sanchez
for
N. THIRD 8TRFW
criticised Crlstoval
Olympla Opera company continues at
suring other members, when he ex the Auditorium. Despite the intense
FOR 8ALE.
plained bis vote, and Crlstoval San heat and traditional "off Saturday" the
FOR SALE Extra line large Jersey
TQ
chez rose to a question of personal company again made manifest that It
dairy.
cow;
Gleckler's
fresh.
Just
$
privilege to object. Speaker Montoya was one of the smoothest and most
is
FOR SALE From one to 100 hives of
against Martin Sanchez who con- capable comic opera organizations that
ruled
bees. Inquire of Robert Miller, 1620
he had finish- has ever visited the south. The com
South Third street; Old 'Phone 189; tinued his remarks until
ed. When the vote on the motion to pany'a farewell performance
takea
can also inquire of J. L. Althelmer.
announced, Crlstoval San place Monday evening. This farewell
PRESCRIPTIONS I
FOR SALE A rooming house of 33 adjourn was
rooms, newly cleaned and renovated chez moved to table the motion of Mr. performance will conclude the most
but this was lost by 6 yeas to notable season of comic opera ever en
throughout; close to business center Pollard,
19 nays. Mr. Bowie then moved the
COCL,
Mutual Telephone 43.
Joyed by any Texas city. During its
of the city. Address "X. Y. Z." this
Easjr to Wnr.
previous question on Mr. Pollard's mo six weeks' stay In Houston, the CHym
office.
) preuure on
No. 303 West Railroad Avenue
Renins
FUp J ALE Old papers, 25 rents per tion and at the same time Mr. Baca pla Opera company playing to unl
Hlptor Bark.
Severest
rose and stated be had made the mo- formally large and well pleased audi
i'rr1.-at th Citizen offoe.
Albuquerqu,
N.
undentrapt
Hernia
fl.
to that effect. Speaker Montoya ences nightly, has presented ten
tion
iwiib Comfort.
tver wove.
put the question and ordered the roll operas with the fullest accessories of
PROPOSAL8.
clerk commenced staging and costuming. The company
V h.K, Colo., February 11. luoa. Sealed called, but before the
Propoaa'a. In triplicate, will be received Crlstoval Sanchez moved to adjourn.
leaves for Dallas Tuesday morning,
'
.
1
...
K rm until I
h.
an I m .u
n
U
and then opened, for (urni.lilne all material Mr. Baca and Mr. Dalies raised the leaving behind It the unique record of
and labor required foraaewrr ayatem at Fort point of order that a motion to adjourn having scored the first and only sue
Apache. Anznna. Information furnmhed on
application to O M.. Fort Apache. Arizona. could not be entertained while the roll cess ever credited to Houston's giant
or the underlined. I . S. reservea tb right was being called, but Speaker Montoya
Auditorium. Houston Dally Post, July
to accept or reject any or all bida or any part
SAKPLE LVD CLUB R001
thereof. Knveloceo containing bids tn be held that the roll call had not actually 14, 1901.
marked fropoeala for hewerat rnrt A par he
commenced, although ordered and
Finest
It is the opinion of many that
and addreaaed LT.CUI-- . J W. POPK, C. Q. M
Whiskies,
will improve with age. We will
thine
BARNETT,
JOSEPH
Prop.
Brandlea,
have the pleasure of Judging for our
180 W. Railroad Ave, Albuquerque.
Wines, etc.
selves Friday and Saturday evenings
3
when the far famed Olympia Opera
company makes its appearance at Co
lombo hall.

CLASSIFIED ADS.

JUST RIGHT

Our

Coffee

.Albert, Faber..

LAWMAKERS

303 RAILROAD AVENUE, GRANT BUILDING
Headquarters for Carpets, Linoleum, Matting, Curtains, Blankets and
House Furnishing Goods.

HONEY TO LOAN

I

A. J. MALOY,

We Are Showing for the.

Spring Season

THE MARKETS

a large assortment of

..

d

Futrelle Furniture

o A.itPH:rrs...

Linoleum, Oil Cloth,
LARGEST

VARIE1Y

China andj Japan Matting

AND THE

Wm. Farr.

ZEIGER CAFE
QUICKEL & BOTHE, Proprietors

r INC&T WHISKIES. IMPORTED A DOMESTIC
.

WlNrtt
The Coolest and Highest Qrade Of Lager served.
Finest and Best Imported and Oomeetlo Clgare,

.

i

AT

LIVINQ PRICRS
EXTRA BARGAIN?

AND ESPECIALLY IN

Charter Oak Ranges
Crockery,

and Tinware
EASY PAYMENTS.

.

m

J. H. 0'RIELLY &

Flour, Feed, Provisions. Hay
and O rain.
Imported French and Italian
Oooda.

Parts

CO.

to

of the City.

this week only our complete line of Ladies'
Purses, Pocket Books and Bill Books. Now
to 60 per centdiscount
is thetimetobuy-3- 5

ALBUQUERQUE

SHEFT AND METAL WORKS
AHES,

je
to
to

0to

Proprietor.

Dealer in Stoves, Tin and Granite Ware
All Kinds of Tin, Copper and Sheet

,

Roofing, Guttering and Repairing

j 1.
5
5

.

IIIH8MIIIIIHIMIIMCIIII

j

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALJtJUWUE-KVaJUt- i,

iNHW MliAlLU.

'
Depository for the Santa Fe Pacific and the Atchisoii,
and Santa Fe Railway Companies.
U

S.

DEPOSITORY

Authorized Capital
Paid up Capital, Surplus and profits

To-pe- ka

.$500,000.00
$200,000.00

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:

Joshua S. Raynolds, president; M. W. Flournoy, vice presi-

dent; Frank McKee, cashier;
-- -- - -- - A B. McMillan.

H, F. Raynolds,

torn

H. O'Rielly & Co.

to

PRESCRIPTION DRUGGISTS
Old Phone 188
New Phone 216

5T5T5T5T5T5T8 CTT

.

Se?r

it,

TeTTrrc

...SPRING...
Styles of Hats
Have Arrived...

Mr. W. W. 1'rlckett. Smithfleld, Ills.,
writes, sept, lum, l'JUi: - riau been
Buffering several years with a cancer
on my face, which gave me great an-

SELLING OUT AT COST!

North Third Street

8TREET

,

Linecr Curau.

Corner Second St. and Gold Ave.

Sole ageoU for San Antonio Lime.

Old Phone 247

315 SECOND

Sold and Exchanged,

.

ELMO

Iron Work to Order

V

117 GOLD AVENUE.

C

0.

New and Second Hand Goods, Bought
,

mm

SILVER
TRU8G.

Free Delivery to all

e

Bbrradaile & Co.

TDTTTZT3rp I

LIQUORS.

Granite-war-

fresh cad soil

AMERICAN

DEALERS IN

IN

andnattresses

jj

88;

iii

Toti & Gradi

57

Iron Beds. Springs

Meat Market

TH 1ST.

COQNAC
"

FURNITURE

'

T. Y. MAYNARD

I

3e)0.3eXDeXCK)OOOCC0

8737.

"

'J

:

BAR AND CLUB ROOMS

78478;
43;

T.

PRICES

C0WeX)KeXXKeXM

Decorative Effect

GROCERIES AND

LOWEST

'

S39-34- 1

'

F'cor

Covftliif comprising all the
latest Weaves and colorings in
Axminster, LVelvet, Milton,
Moquette, Body and Tapestry
Brussels and Ingrain-- .
,

t7e 3

noyance and unbearable itching. I was
lining Mallard s Snow JMniment ior a
sure leg, and through an accident, I
rubbed some or the liniment on the
cancer, and as it gave me almost instant relief, I decided to continue to
use the liniment on the cancer. In a
shnrt limn ihn cancer came out. mv
face healed up and there Is not the
sIlKhtest scar left. I have implicit
faith in the merits of this preparation,
and it cannot be too highly recommended. " 25c 50c and $1.00. For sale
by Cosmopolitan Pharmacy D. Ruppe.
Tin, gaivanneo
iron ana coppei
work. Albuquerque Hardware compa
Djr.

Early Risers
"W
The famous little pills.
Subscribe for tne Dally Citizen.

We are now Agents for A. Gar-

land
Suits. See
Samples in Our Window....
flade-to-Ord- er

....M.

MANDELL....

The Leading Clothier in
Albuquerque.

THE ALBUQUERQUE DAILY CITIZEN WEDNESDAY
Nasal Catarrh quickly yields to treat
chei and Andres Romero. The term of
OFFICIAL
MATTERS.
existence Is twenty yean and the com ment by Ely's Cream Balm, which agree,
pany will publish a newspaper called ably aromntie. It la received through the
e
eleaniiea and heals the whole
"La Hormlga do Oro' and do Job print- nostrils,
over which il diffuses ilnelf. iJmggiats
ing.
capital
la
The
11,600, dividstock
Com
Postoffice Changes-Irrigat- ion
sell the 60o. size i Trial size by mail, 10
ed Into fifteen shares of $100 each. The cents. Tent it and you are sure to continue
mission-Notar- ies
directors are Enrique Sosa, Eliglo Osu ttie treatment.
Appointed,
na and Estanlslao V. Chaves.
Announcement.
To accommodate those who are partial
Tendency of the Timet.
to the use of atomizers In applvine imui
NEW INCORPORATIONS.
The tendency of medical science Is into the nasal passages for catarrhal irou- toward preventive measures. The best virit me proprietors prepare iream Jjaim in
thought of the world Is being given to liquid form, wtilen will ie known as JJr,
The tub-por- t
of entry of Columbus, the subject It Is easier and better to Liquid Cream Ilnlra. Price including the
Luna county, Is to be moved four miles prevent than to cure. . has been fully spraying tube Is 7a cents. Druggists or by
north to a point on the El Paso & demonstrated that pneumonia, one of mail, ine liquid form embodies tne med
Southwestern railroad.
the most dangerous diseases that med loinai properties or tlie solid preparation.

FEBRUARY

11

1903

1

DUNBAR'S

snr-fac-

Denver

& Rio

Grande System

DENVER A RIO GRANDE
RIO GRANDE SOUTHERN

RIO GRANDE WESTERN
RIO GRANDE tt SANTA FE

e

one-hal-

IF YOU WANT

THE

Ca-sau-

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Rock Island System
DAILY TRAINS

TRY IT! TRY IT!

TO THE NORTH AND EAST

Kansas

2

St. Louis, Chicago or

phis and Principal Points.

electric
ughted

P.-N.-

TRADNS

The Themometer is
Seldom Higher Than

TEXAS

80 in Mexico City

North and Easf

North and West

North and East

cll1

The Mexican Central

n

.

A badge

of the
Burlington.

and

(WO) l,00OT0FIS
UlfilllOdOOFACTS

ff

Ticket

TUp

lit

'

'.TWICE EVERY

I

St

WEEK

rtflfC
OL LULtllo

GlobeDemocrat
ONE DOLLAR PER YEAR

25c!

St.

The

ESTATE

COLUMN

.THE POPCLAK LINE TO
Colorado Springs, Pueblo, Cripple Creek, LeadvMe. Glen- uu opnngs, vspen, urana Junction Salt Lake
City, Ogden, Hutte, Helena, San KranciiCo,
Los Angeles, Portland, Tacoma. Seattle, and also
Keaches all the principal Colorado, Utah and New Mexico

icai men nave to contend with, can
be prevented by the use of Dr. Cham made. It must not stand In a warm
berlalns Cough Remedy. Pneumonia place as It soon becomes liquid an
always results from a cold or from an loses Its snowy look. Any fruit Juice
....TOWNS AND MINING CAMP4. . . .
attack of Influenza (grip), and It Las may be used In place of orange or
been solved that this remedy counter lemon.
The Tourists' Favorite Route to all Mountain Resort. The
only
acts any tendency of these diseases toline pasting through Salt lake City en route to Paclfit Coast.
ward pneumonia. This has been fully
No one would ever be bothered with
proven in many thousands of cases constipation if everyone knew how
Through Sleeping Cars between Denver and Alamosa, Cripple
in which this remedy has been used naturally and quickly Burdock Blood
Creek, Leadville, Gleenwood Springe, Grand Junction, 8alt Lake
during the years, and can be relied Bitters regulates the stomach and
City, Ogden, Portland, San Francisco and Los Angeles.
upon with Implicit confidence. Pneu- bowels.
PININQ CAR SERVICE a La Carte on all THROUGH TRAINS
monia often results from a slight cold
when no danger Is apprehended until XX3.3.J.3.3.3.3.S.J.XS.SXXX3.
It Is suddently discovered that there
J. A. EDbON, Manager,
A. S. HUGHES, Gen. Traffic Man.
Is fever and difficulty In breathing and
Denver Colo.
Denver, Colo.
pains In the chest, then it is announced
S. K. HOOPER, Gen. Passenger and Ticket Aeent. Denver Coin
Notaries Appointed.
that the patient has pneumonia. Be on
Governor Otero has appointed the the safe side and take Chamberlain's
following notaries: Herbert J. Hager-man- , Cough Remedy as soon as the cold Is
of Roswell, Chaves county: Thos. contracted. It always cures. For sale
A BOY,
Werner, of Old Albuquerque, Bernal- by all druggist.-,- .
A GIRL,
-illo county; Peter W. Frank, of Los AlPolish tortoise shell with rouge pow
A MAN,
amos. San Miguel county; Juan S.
der, and you will keep It bright, howA WOMAN,
of Caeaus, Guadalupe county; ever old It may be.
TO FIND ANYTHING.
Leandro Lucero, of La Cueata, San MiTO BUY ANYTHING.
guel county; H. H. Tilton, of AlbuCured Consumption.
TO 8ELL ANYTHING,
querque, Bernalillo county; William
Mrs. B. W. Evans, Clearwater. Kan..
TO RENT ANYTHING,
W. Jones, of San Marclal, Socorro writes: My husband lay sick for three
months; the doctors stated he had X
TO LOAN ANYTHING,
county.
quick consumption.
We procured
X
TO TRADE ANYTHING,
bottle of Ballard's Horehound Syrup X
Irrigation Commission,
and it cured him.
was six years
The territorial Irrigation commission ago, and since thenThat
IN CONNECTION WITH THE
we always kept a
will hold a meeting In Santa Fe one Dottle in the house. We cannot do X
X
you
If
want
anything
on
week from Thursday next, or Febru- without it. For coughs and colds, it
earth, X
ary 19, at which there will be a full at- has no equal." 25c, 60c and $1.00 bot X put an ad In The Citizen and you X
tendance. At the last meeting leases tie at Cosmopolitan Pharmacy B. X will be sure to get it
......PUNS
on 300,000 acres of land were granted, Kuppe.
but the members are divided as to Cincinnati has five woman suffrage
X
whether the land should be leased or clubs; Covington,
Ky., opposite, one,
sold outright and the special meeting
will be held for a further discussion
Are You Restless at Nloht
"THE FASTEST EVER"
of the question. Those favoring sale
And harassed by a bad cough? Use
....TO....
believe the land should be disposed of Ballard's Horehound Syrup, it will seand the money turned Into the treas- cure you sound sleep and effect a
City,
Memury. Those favoring leases believe prompt nrd radical cure. 25c, 50c and
that If the land Is sold outright. It will $1.00 little at Cosmopolitan Pharmacy
il. Kuppe.
remove the last chance of securing fedBaaaajaaaaaaaaaai
eral aid In the construction of reserThe new education act In England
Call on Agent for full Information
voirs. If the land Is retained the mon-e- requires that there shall be at least
for the leases will go into a fund one woman on every education com
A. N. BROWN, G. P. A., E.
8ystem, El Paso, Texas.
for the construction of reservoirs and mittee.
the territory will always be able to say
No man can cure consumption. You
to the government that the sites are
can prevent It though. Dr. Woods'
available.
Norway Pine Syrup coures coughs,
Are operated by the)
Meeting of the Cattle 8anitary Board. colds, bronchitis, sore throat. Never
fails.
The cattle sanitary board which has
been in session in Santa Fe since SatMrs. Mary Wright, of Bloomfleld, has
urday morning, adjourned at 1:30 been appointed state dairy commis
o'clock yesterday afternoon. The fol- sioner of Colorado by Governor Pealowing members were In attendance body. She Is the first woman to hold
Between
uring the session: Martin Ixniman, the office.
t Las Cruces, president; E. G. Austen
nd M. N. Chaffln. Las Vegas; W. C.
A Weak Stomach
And the
Barnes. Dorsey; C. L. Ballard, Ros- causes a weak body and invites dls
This "Paris of Latin America" Is situated over six thousand feet
well; J. A. La Rue, Las Vegas, secre- case. Kodol Dyspepsia Cure cures and
above the level of the sea, and the heat of the lower altitudes
tary. A great deal of executive and Etrengthens the stomach, and wards off
is never
experienced. A.u.ough not generally known summer Is the
yery
routine business was transacted. A bill and overcomes disease. J. B. Taylor, a
best of seasons to visit the Land of Maflana."
Between
providing for the handling of stray romlnent merchant of Chriesman,
The dally afternoon rain, which lasts about thirty minutes, so
BIRMINGHAM, MEMPHIS,!
horses in the same manner as now pro- Texas, says: "I could not eat because
cools the atmosphere as to make the evenings and nig.. 's lovely.
vided for handling stray cattle was of a weak stomach. I lost all strength
'
And the
Between the music, the llowers and the pretty customs
prepared and will be referred to the and run down In weight. All that
cur
Mexican neighbors; between the beautiful nights, and balmy ofmornlegislative assembly to be enacted Into money could do was done, but all hope
Bea
breeies
of
day,
one becomes so entranced
law. The vacancy caused by the res- of recovery vanished. Hearing of some
.1' fu ube
Between
country
as
,f,
to
never
t.?18
?,utI
forget bis trip undur
ignation of C. M. Dawson, as cattle In- wonderful cures effected by use of
ine White Umbrella.
OKLAHOMA
spector at Las Vegas, was filled by the Kodol, I concluded to try it. The first
apolntment of Walter O'Brien, of Max- bottle benefited me, and after taking
An4 the
well City, as such inspector. The ap- four bottles I am fully restored to my
pointment of deputy cattle inspectors usual strength, weight
and health." B.
were vacated. The secretary was di- H. Brlggs & Co., and S. Vann &
Son.
Obsb.-vatiorected to draw warrants for contingent
cafe cars, under the
a
and incidental expenses.
of Fred Harvey.
Equipmanngimen
The following Is very good for Inis prepared to furnish you with the best of accommodations to -- 11
The committee of stockmen repre- flamed eyes: Beat the white of an egg
ment of the latest anl best design.
points in Mexico.
Call on or address,
senting the cattle growers of Luna and to a froth. Add two tablespoonfuls of
Grant counties proposed to the board rotewater. Put a little on a soft rag
MURDOCK,
W.D
W.C.MEAD,
C. R. HUDSON,
to erect a fence commencing at the and apply gently. Change as it dries. Standard American
A. Q. & P. A., Mexico
C A., El Paso.
O. F. 4 P. A..Mexlco.
Annual.
southwestern corner of the territory
and running along the boundary line
OneIlnute Cough Cure gives relief
between Grant county, New Mexico, in one minute, because it kills the miand the State of Sonora, Mexico, for crobe which tickles the mucous memh distance of about forty miles toward brane, causing the cough, and at the
the east, to keep Infected cattle from same time clears the phlegm, draws
that section from going into New Mex- out the inflammation and heals and
ico. The proposition was favorably soothes the affected parts. One Minconsidered by the board and will very ute Cough Cure strengthens the lungs,
likely be carried out.
wards off pneumonia and is a harmless
r ,
and never failing cure in all curable
Incorporations.
cases of coughs, colds and croup. One
"For years and years a Burlington badge or a Burling",
The "Sociedad de Trabajadores Uni-do- s Minute Cough Cure Is pleasant to take,
ton uniform, whether on train-maengine-mabrakeman,
del Terltorlo de Nuevo Mexico," of, harmless and good alike for young and
or agent has stood for all the courtesy and consideration of
county,
B.
Atrlsco,
Bernalillo
old.
Rancbos de
II. Brlggs & Co., and S. Vann
an American gentleman and the loyalty to duty of the trained
has been Incorporated for a term of 60 Il Son.
soldier." Nebraska City News.
ENCYCLOPEDIA
years. The objects of the organization
TO OMAHA AND CHICAGO.
The happiest household Is that in
are for the members to assist each othA Statistical Volume of
TO KANSA8 CITY AND 8T. LOUIS.
er; for benevolent, charitable and lite- which life is simplified to the utmost
rary purposes; for mutual benefit of limit compatible with cleanliness and Facts and Figures Containing Ova
TWO THRO TRAINS FROM DENVER DAILY OVER
members; for fraternal organization, good manners.
600 Pages.
BURLINGTON RAILS ALL THE WAY.
names are signed to
etc. Furty-sevracknowledg
Easy
are
Pill.
The
they
and
artirles
the
Debut's Little Early Risers do not
ed by Salva lor Armijo. Jose Nteves
Gabaldon. Trantsito Gabaldon, Cr'.sto- - gripe nor weaken the system. They
cure biliousness, jaundice, constipation
val Garcia an l Coinelio Gabaldon.
Office, 1039 17th
The Sunxtt Dlu-- company, of Rich- and Inactive livers, by arousing the se
SPECIAL FEATURES.
mond, Grant county, was Incorporated cretlons, moving the bowels gently, yet
Of tha Coal Stilka- - tha Th..i.
G. W. VALLERY, General A'ent
by George H. Cooper, John A. Martin, effectively, and giving such tone and theReview
Untied States; hull fclcttioa k'eturna enil
Sarah H. Moore, Samuel A. Foster and strength to the glands of the stomach
el
Political
latlurn.
fPardee of IV02: UtDENVER.
JoHeph E. Williams. The object is to liver and bowels that the cause of the
ile
ol the National
These
I
construct a ditch for irrigation pur- trouble is removed entirely.
Committer.; cdeml,
Stale and Laber legisposes that shall have a carrying capa- famous little pills exert a decided tonic
lation;
Our Insular
Poaaa islons; Uthailai
city of ten feet wide on the bottom and effect upon the organs Involved, and If
Canal
Law;
Civil liov.
A Ol
not to be more than four feet in depth. their use is continued for a few days
rMHta)Sjs)0t
ernmcnl lor Uw Philip.
Qaalillcatlons
It begins on a perpendicular cliff on there will be no return of the trouble
rlaee;
la All
etlaf
the north fide of the Gila river, south B. 11. Brlggs & Co., and S. Vann & Son
States;
Automobile
o
7 degrees) 45 minutes, east 2.C83 feet
statistics. I raUrti.l,
Military and fair ot c
C-f- RAW EGG FOR A TONIC.
&TheJ Great Republican
from the northwest coiner of section
Societies; Information
A raw egg Is an excellent tonic and
on Forelira Countries,
1
11. township 13 south, range 20 west of
Paper of America.
Tbeir k ultra and I'ov.
If prepared
the New Mexico principal meridian, Is very strengthening.
Molar
""Willi
Qreat
The
way
:
In
wet
the
being
at
News.
the following
Review ol
it Is really a
and the terminus
He Achiev
Seles IITha
paper of the World.
bank of an arroyo known as Moore delicious drink, says the Philadelphia
ements
biimi.
4 tOOJ rioni Melee;:
canyon, into which It empties. The Pi ess. Put the yolk of an egg into Disturbances
Vk instruction el the City el New fork.
tctal length is 53.700 feet. The cap'.tal a dish with a teaspoonful of white
stock is liO.ouO divided into 200 Shares sugar and a teaspoonful of orange or
Condensed Information for the
Almost equal to a Dally at the price of a Weekly. The latest telegraphic
of the par value of $25 a share. The lemon juice, and beat lightly together
news form all parts of the World every Tuesday and Friday. Full and CorOffice, the Store and the Home.
term of existence Is fifty years. The with a fork. Put the white on a plate
rect Market Reports. A variety of Interesting and instructive reading matdirectors are George H. Carper, John and add a pinch of salt; then with
ter for every member of the family. Uneoualed as a Newsnaner and Hnm
a broad bladod knife beat to a stiff
A. Martin and Samuel A. Foster.
Postpaid to any address, 35c
trice
Journal. Two papers every week, One Dollar a year SAMPLE COPIES
Now, as lightly as possible,
The Hormiga de Oro Publishing froth.
FREE.
company of Albuquerque was incor- mix all together in the dish, then
THE WORLD,
On Everv
porated by Enrique Sosa. Estanlslado lightly transfer to a clean tumbler,
Newsstand Pulltser Buildins, New
which It will nearly fill If properly
V. Chaves, Eliglo Oeuua, Juan N. SanTors.
THE GLOBE PRINTINQ CO.,
Louis, Mo.
Postoffice Changes,
The postoffice at Westwater, Eddy
county, has been discontinued and the
mail for that point in the future will
go to Carlsbad.
Star mall service with box delivery
has been established from Quemado to
Datil, Socorro county, forty-fivmiles,
twice a week. The star route that
starts at present from GlorleU for Pecos, will after February 16, start from
Rowe, Increasing the distance
f
i
mile.

REAX.

r

NEW TELEPHONE, No. 493.
Money to Loan on uood Real Estate
Security at Lew Rates of

Interest

FOR RENT 1 furnished house. 6
rooms, UD to date: Cnnnpr avonua
FOR RENT 1 furnished house and
stable, up to date; Third street.
FOR RENT
brick, on South
Fourth street; $15 per month.
FOR RENT
brick, East Railroad avenue; $18 per month.
FOR RENT
adobe, corner
Lewis avenue and Williams street.
FOR RENT 2 rooms over San Jose
Market; $12.
FOR RENT South Second street s
houses; modern Improvements; 5
rooms each, at $20 Der month.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms In good
locations.
FOR SALE Fine place;
frame house, corner Third street
and Baca avenue; price, $1,600.
FOR SALE New cement built house,
water heated, tinted inside and out,
and
In every respect; 8
rooms and bath room; brick sidewalk, Dluher 6ystem, on corner.
Price, $5,600.
FOR SALE Frame house. 4 rooms, on
a corner, near shops; lots 50x142
feet. Price. $1,100.
FOR SALE Corner lot. EOiiftrt foot
Hazeldlne avenue and Thlr.t atroo,'
FOR SALE 4 lots corner Lead vo.
nue and First street.
FOR SALE
brick house,2 lots
60x142 feet; house nearly new. Price
$1,800. A barealn.
FOR SALE Lodging house 16 rooms
at a bargain.
run. oAL,m uooa business lots on
Gold avenue.
FOR SALE 100x100 feet corner Coal
avenue and Third street.
FOR SALE 25 acres on North Fourth
Btreet at a bargain; house and stable
on land about three miles out; will
sell for part cash and balance at 8
per cent.
FOR SALE On a desirable corner in
Fourth ward,
brick house,
with bath room and all modern con
veniences, electric light, etc.; stable,
cement sidewalks and lawn.
FOR SALE On North First street. 9
room frame house, 2 lots 60x142 feet,
for $1,100; can be bought on install
ments if purchaser desires.
r uk oalis id acres near the new
woolen mill; also some acreage on
North Fourth street.
FOR SALE
brick house and
bath room; good stable, chicken
house, wind mill and tank and pleuty
of g6od water. Price, $1,800. This
Is a snao.
huh sale Brick house, 8 rooms.
with bath, good stable. Lots 150x142
feet, in Highlands. Price. 11.800.
FOR SALE Fine
brick house,
North Fourth street; bath room;
with 4 lots, stable, etc., fine cement
walks.
FOR SALE One mile out, 4 acres of
good, highly cultivated land, with
lots of fruit of all kinds, alfalfa, etc.
Good house and stable. The nlace
Is In a fine location, near Mountain
Road; was formerly called the Mid-val- e
DroDerty: will be sold rhun
FOR SALE Good lodging house; also
good lodging and boarding bouse.
FOR SALE Fine house of 7 rooma
with oath room, furnished; In Highlands; splendid location; trees, stable, lawn, etc. Price, $3,000; terms,
cash $50., balance on Installments
by the month, at 6 per rent interest,
until paid.
FOR SALE Fine brick house of 12
rooms ana bath room; electric lights,
and all modern Improvements, In a
fine location. Price. 6.500.
FOR Si.LE The Kimball Dlace. on
Twelfth street; 4 lots,
house;
fine trees, hedges, stable; city water.

Citizen

Job
Office
:S

five-roo-

Prlre,

The Citizen Job

Office is prepared to

turn out work of
any character or
quality demanded,
at the right prices.
Mail orders

attention.

Blanks
of all kinds on hand g

mininj,r3ile3tate

and loan blanks,
five cents each.
These blanks are
very

FOR SALE Lodging house,
location; cheap.

12

room-Co- ol

E. H. DUNBAR.

carefully

drawn, and are issued by authority.

The Latest
Type Faces
for cards, circulars,

letter heads,
lopes,

enve-

bill

heads,
pamphlets, etc.

We
Will Not
do shoddy work
even at your price,
but no other office
in the southwest
can do, better work
'than The Citizen
does.

Blank
Books
The CITIZENjJis
equipped tolmanu-factur- e
to order any
style of blank book,
no matter how intricate the ruling.
Make-u- p
your form
just as you wantit,
and let us give you
our estimate.

Book
Binding
Books," magazines,
pamphlets,
at a
logues.f etc., bound
in any style lowest
--

.

k

s
o
o
o
o

mers given special

$2,260.

FOR SALE $1,000, house and lot on
Third street, between TIJeras roaa
and Marquetti avenue; good location for business.
FOR SALE Beautiful corner near the
park, on West Copper avenue, good
bricK uouse, with all modern Improvements and Will be Bold rhann
FOR SALE
urick house near
shops, with good stable and other improvements, on a corner; will be sold
at a bargain.
FOR SALE Fine brick house
corner of Seventh and Roma avenue,
with 3 lots. Price, $2,400.
FOR SALE 4 room frame h .ie on
North Fifth street; $1,000; good location.
FOR SALE: Some fine corner lots on
West Coal avenue; also some good
ranches for sale.
FOR SALE-$2,- 750.
lodging and board- ing house in a good location and centrally situated, near depot and shops.
FOR SALE 3 lots corner New York
avenue and Seventh street.
FOR SALE
brick house- - lot
60x142 feet; $1,500.
FOR SALE
house. North Second street; 2 lots for $1,100.
FOR SALE Brick house,
with
2 lots, south postoffice,
at a bargain.
FOR SALE
frame house on
corner South Edith street; $1,300.
FOR SALE Fine property close
house and stable, modern improvements; alfalfa, lots of fruit
wind mill and tank; will be sold
cheap.

for

custo-

out-of-to-

o
o
o
o
o
o
lO
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

rateaSatisfaction
guaranteed.

We
Never

Disappoint
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salt
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Bating Ulcers,

CARLSBAD'S

The Beet

1
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r
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slow-healin-

$16.50 to $20.00.

LAS VEGAS.

Team harneaa, $7.50 to $35.00.
Saddlea, $7X0 to $40.00.
Boys' aaddlea, $3.50 to $7.50.
Leather, Lap Robes, Whips, Horse
Blanket, etc., etc.

From the Record.
John W. Sullivan was up from

Cer-rillo-

Mrs. J. S. Duncan was reported
among the sick today.
G. McDonThe condition
406 Railroad Ave
Mbuquerque ald lg reported asof Mrs. R.
somewhat Improved
today.
Mrs. W. S. Hill, sister of George P.
Money, is lying at the point of death In
Hotel D!eu. El Paso, Texas.
The Lawrence Mercantile company
has brought suit against Dionicio Sanchez to replevin 350 head of lambs,
valued at 1700 and for damages to the
extent of $75.
Win. Notbohm, who has been in the
Railroad
West
Avenue.
iM
employ of Robt. J. Taupert as watchmaker, left for his home in Oconomo-woc- ,
Wis., recently, called there by
the serious illness of his mother and
brother.
SIMON BALLING, Proprietor.
Robt. W. Ross, of Vandalla, 111., an
Successor to Balling Bros.
senator,
of the
Wedding : Cake : a : Specialty land office, clerk of the Illinois legislaWe desire patronage, and we
tive house for three terms, and an old
guarantee first-clas- s
newspaper man, is in the city for
baking.
C07 8. First 8t,
Albuquerque, N. M. health reasons.
Dr. Horsley, of El Paso, and Dr.
of Las Cruces, performed an
operation for appendicitis on Juan
Dealer in--Staple
son of O. A. Larrazolo, of this
city. The operation was successful and
Mr. Larrazolo, who had suffered greatly during the past few weeks, is already improving and in all probability
206 WEST
KAILROAD
AVENUE will soon be up and around again.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
A. D. Marshall, the popular assistant
postmaster of the west side postofflce.
Is after a reward of 825 which is offered by Edward Dorsey, of Illinois, for
HOTEL CLAIRE...
information in regard to one James
Butler, who left Illinois in 1886. and
SANTA FE, N. M
who, when last heard of, was following
the occupation of a freighter in this
FIRE
PROOF,
ELECTRIC
country. Mr. Marshall has secured inLIGHTED, STEAM HEATED,
formation of a James Butler who Is
CENTRALLY LOCATED.
freighting in the vicinity of Fort StanBATHS AND SANITARY
ton and has written Mr. Dorsey to that
PLUMBING
THROUGHOUT.
effect.
LARGE
SAMPLE
ROOM
What might have been a serious acFOR COMMERCIAL MEN.
cident occurred Just above the springs.
AMERICAN OR EUROPEAN
C. E. Doll and lady were out driving
PLAN- on the canyon road and were followed
GEO. E. ELLIS,
by Mark Kepner and John Papen, also
in a single rig, when. In descending
Proprietor and Owner,
one of the steep hills up there the
mO9omomomomcomomom0
horse driven by Messrs. Kepner and
Papen became unmanageable
and
dashing down the hill at full speed ran
Railroad Time Tables
into the buggy occupied by Mr. Doll
and his lady, overturning and badly
demolishing both buggies and throwing their occupants out on the rocky
road. Fortunately no one was hurt
beyond a few scratches and bruises
and are congratulating
themselves
today on their narrow escape.

Thos F. Keleher
JOE RICHARDS,

CIGARS

ll

PIONEER BAKERY

ex-sta-

J. A. SKINNER

Lar-razol-

and

Fancy Groceries

04000KC0K1

j

(In Effect Nov. 1, 1902.) I
ARRIVE FROM THE NORTH,
No. 1, California Express.... 7:15p.m.
No.7,Mex. & Cal. Express. .10:05 p.m.
No. I, California Limited.... 10: 60 u.m.
LEAVE GOINO NORTH.
g :30a.m.
No. 2, Atlantic Express
No. 4, Chicago Limited
11:65 p.m.
No. 8, Chicago Express
7:30p.m.
ARRIVES FROM SOUTH.
No. 22, Atlantic Express .... 7:10a.m.
LEAVES GOING SOUTH.
No, 27, Mexico Express
11:00pm- ARRIVE FROM WEST.
No. 2, Atlantic Express
8:05 a.m.
No. 4, Chicago Limited
11:45 p.m.
Na 8, Chicago Express
6:45 p.m.
LEAVE GOING WEST.
No. 1, California Express.... 8:15p.m.
No. 8, California Limited .... 11 : 00 a.m.
No. 7, Mex. & Cal. Express. .10:45 p.m.
No. 7 will carry mall from the east
and No. 3 from the west
The No. 3 and No. 4 are the limited
and they arrive dally.
Local freight No. 89, going outh.
carries passengers.
F. L. MYERS, Agent

.....

...

From the Optic.
Miss Vevarka, one of the kindergarten teachers at the normal, is unable
to attend to her regular duties. It is
feared that she is threatened with
pneumonia.
Miss Hattle Detterick, a most estimable young lady and worker in
church and society circles of this city
Is to wed Fletcher England.
Word is received in the city of the
death of Miss Norma Coudrey, niece
cf Mrs. Jas. O'Bryne. The young lady
spent a couple of years In this city and

What Is the Use

of suffering from Indigestion if you eat

what you want, or of starving yourself
distress? Acker's Dyspepsia Tablet taken after eating will
digest your food perfectly and free
you from all tLe disagreeable symptoms of Indigestion and dyspepsia. Eat
what you want at any time and take an
Acker tablet afterward.
Positively
guaranteed. Your money will always
be refunded if you are not satisfied.
Write to us for a free sample. W. H.
Hooker ft Co., Buffalo, N. Y. J. H.
O'Rielly ft Co., and B. H. Brlgg ft Co.
to avoid such

g

having greatly improved In health left
tor her home In Chicago, where she
passeu away January 6.
H. S. Arnold is in the city looking
for heavy freight wagons. Mr. Arnold
has a big contract hauling limestone
for the Cerrillos smelter and is having
difficulty to get rolling stock of sufficient strength to hold down his big
teams.
He Is known as the best
freighter in New Mexico wherever ore
or heavy work is needed.
When E. D. Raynolda' family returned from Santa Fe Saturday the back
rooms of their house looked as though
a Mississippi flood had struck it.
While away the cold weather had
caused the breaking of a water pipe,
allowing the liquid to have full play
until their return. The water was four
inches deep on the floor, the ceiling
and pictures were badly damaged and
carpets ruined. The loss will be quite
heavy.
Word was received in the city recently that Harry K. Chamberlain, of
San Diego, California, had died there
on January 25 of bronchial pneumonia,
after a short illness. Mr. Chamberlain will be remembered by many Las
Vegans as having been in business in
this city in the early 80's, conducting
a Jewelry establishment
on Bridge
street for several years. He was
married In this city to a daughter of
son
Lewis Lutz, who with a
survives him.
Cures croup, sore throat, pulmonary
troubles monarch over pain of any
sort. Dr. Thomas' Eclectrlc Oil.
SANTA FE.
From the New Mexican.
George Bashford was brought to
town under arrest charged with having attempted to rob the poetofflce at
Tres Pledras on Thursday last. It is
understood he will have a hearing on
Thursday.
Letters received by Mr. and Mrs.
Marcus Eldodt from Frankfurt, Germany, state that MIbs Lillian Eldodt,
their daughter, who left here about a
month ago, has safely arrived and is
now attending the school conducted by
Mrs. Eldodt' sister in that town. Miss
Lillian bad a pleasant voyage and arrived safe and sound.
A. B. McDonald, of El Progreso, Valencia county, a sheep owner, is here
to hire men to take care of the flocks
during lambing time. He finds it very
difficult to secure labor of that kind.
Mr. McDonald reports that men were
engaged six months ago and their
wages paid them in advance In order
to hold them. The outlook for sheep

Sugar Factory Totally

THE PARTICULARS

Des-

1

OF THE

men would quickly influence a great
Improvement In the department, because then the young and able bodied
In all its ttagrs.
men would feel that membership was
a thing to be proud of and Young Ely's Cream Balm
America's blood can only be quickened
by apeal to his Innate sympathy and cleanses, soothes and heale
the disrated membrane.
ambition.
It cares catarrh and drives

I

BLAZE.

cancer Cure.,
Pilckett. bmithfleld, Ills.,

Mr. W. W.

I

From Carlsbad ArguR. Feb. 6:
On Tuesday morning at about 3:30
o'clock an alarm of lire startled the
Inhabitants of Carlsbad, and practically everybody in town turned out
when the news spread that the big
beet sugar factory was burning., The
blaze originated in the iron warehouse
Just north of the main building, which
was stored full of a miscellaneous assortment of inflammable material,
comprising a lot of hay, corn, cottonseed and furniture. Hefore the Are
department could get to the scene,
this house was practically consumed,
and the main building was blazing at
the windows and under the eaves of
the roof. The fire department, however, cut no figure in Its presence, as
the nearest waterplug was over three
blocks away and the fire boys did not
have more than 100 feet of serviceable
hose, most of it leaking so badly that
it would not have thrown a stream
strong enough to have reached the
second floor, much less the third, in
which the fire was the fiercest. Besides, it is very doubtful if the 1,100
feet of hose, which Is the sum total
thereof, would have reached the blaze
by several hundred feet. The chemK
cal engine wbs on the ground
promptly, but it was wholly Incapable of successfully combatting
such a big conflagration.
However,
the crew bravely fought on long after
tiielr task was hopeless, and until their
chemicals were exhausted, kept up a
futile stream on the fire.
Some hard work was done by individual firemen, hut the greater
part went for naught, the only salvage being about twenty-fivfeet of
one of the beet sheds and a small detached shed on the extreme north.
This preservation
was due almost
wholly to the unaided efforts of Albert
Ceavy, who occupies the old scale
house as a residence. A little hard
work and a considerable expenditure
of muscle would have saved practically
all of the beet sheds, but It was impossible to secure volunteers for the labor
of tearing down a section of them to
interrupt the flames, by depriving
them of food.
The loss was practically a total one,
and approximates $125,000. As far as
known here, there was no insurance,
the local agencies refusing to accept
the risk after active work was closed
down, unless a day and night watchman was employed by the company
to care for it. This heavy expense
the company decided not to incur,
risking destruction by fire rather than
to incur the certainty of hundreds of
dollars of annual expenditure.
The
owners are Milwaukee capitalists,
headed by Messrs. Ulhlen and Wuest-hoff- ,
of the Schlitz Brewing Co. There
Is a chance, however, that these
shrewd business men have something
of insurance,
placed
with eastern
agencies.
Besides the loss on the factory itself, several local men lost various
merchandise, which was stored In the
warehouse, where the lire originated.
J. D. Walker lost about a carload of
hay, Ramsey Bros, a carload of cotton seed, G. H. Webster and J. F.
Rarey a small amount of corn each,
and H. F. Christian several hundred
dollars worth of household goods.
This loss is a severe blow to this entire community, and it is extremely
doubtful now if the beet sugar industry will ever be revived in this section. The company contemplated resuming active operations in the near
future, probably next year; but now,
of course. It is highly improbable that
the Milwaukee people will invest fur- e

I

is fine.

The San Juan, Porto Rico, News,
says: "W. W. Miner, in charge of tne
twenty-fivacre orange grove owned
by A. R. Gibson, of Santa Fe, New
Mexico, yesterday shipped to the owner a box of oranges by express, the distance being nearly 5,000 miles. The
shipment, barring delay by accident,
will reach its destination in nine days,
or about the same time required to
transport Caltforna oranges to the
New York market."
At the regular meetng of Carleton
post, G. A. R., held on Saturday evening. Jacob Weltmer was duly installed
by Post Commander John R. McFie as
chaplain. A committee consisting of
Jacob Weltmer, William Bolander, J.
P. Victory, George W. Knaebel and E.
F. Hobart was appointed to take under
consideration the holding of a bean
bake on February 22 or some later
date. The committee has full power to
appoint the necessary
John P. Victory, George W. Knaebel,
Jacob Weltmer, John C. Hull and D. P.
bly relative to the pending bills.
Demarest were named as a committee
to meet with the proper committees of
both branches of the legislative assem- - B.
e

Nasal

FIRE.

troyed by Fire.

WllllAM

slow-healin-

11 190:t

CATARRH

VSW.B5

And a source of worry, anxiety and endless trouble to those who are afflicted
with them, particularly so when located upon the lower extremities where
the circulation is weak and sluggish. A gangrenous eating ulcer upon the
leg is a frightful sight, and as the poison burrows deeper and deeper into the
GLEASNER tissue beneath and the sore continues to spread, one
can almost see the flesh
melting away and feel the strength going out with the sickening discharges.
Great running sores and deep offensive ulcers often develop front a simple
boil, swollen gland, bruise or pimple and are a threatening danger alwavs,
THE TAILOR
because while all such sores are not cancerous, a great many are, and this
should make you suspicious of all chronic
ulcers and sore9, paru
lll-2Sltticularly if cancer runs in your family. Face sores are common and cause the
greatest annoyance because they are
SCCOId St.
Valdosta, Ga., September, 1000.
so persistent and unsightly and deSwift Bpeoiflo Co., Atlanta, Ga.
tract from one's appearance.
Dear Sirs: Something Ilk a rislaf
Middle aged and old people and
earn on my Instep, very small at
those whose blood is contaminated
first, not at all painful, bat a It
rrew lara-e- and beg-a- to pain m Z
DEVOE'S READY - MIXED PAINT and tainted with the germs and poison
of malaria or some previous sickness,
consulted a dootor, but In spit
f
all he could do the sore cot worse
On
Gallon covert vuu 8quar Foot or excessive use of mercury, are the
nd beran to discharge; then other
chief sufferers Irom chronic sores and
TWO COATS
ore cam until the whole top of
ulcers. While the blood remains in
my foot was on large mass of ora
this unhealthy, polluted condition
I
and I could not walk. Then my hushealing is simply impossible and the
band, who had been cured f Borof.
sore will continue to grow and spread
ula by the use of 8. S. 8., eaid h
in spite of washes and salves or any
believed it would cur me. X began
taking It and eight bottle cured
superficial or surface treatment, for
me; my foot healed up nicely. Z b
Jie sore is but the outward 6ign of
lieve Z would hav been av orippl
some constitutional disorder, a bad
for life but for 8. 8. 8.
condition of the blood and system,
MRS. O. H. KINO.
which local remdies cannot cure.
S. S. S. reaches these old chronic sores through the blood. It goes to the
very root of the trouble and counteracts and removes from the blood all the
impurities and poisons, and gradually builds up the entire system and
strengthens the sluggish circulation, and when the blood has been purified
ana the system purged of all morbid,
unhealthy matter the healing process
begins, and the eating ulcer or chronic
sore is soon entirely gone.
8. S. 8. contains no mineral or poisonous drags of any description, but is guaranteed a burelv vegetable remedv. a
blood purifier and tonic combined and a safe and permanent cure for chronic
r
f 1moJi!
sores and ulcers. If you have a
sore of any kind, large or
8m the Pricv.
Goods.
small, write us about it, and our physicians will advise you without charge.
Single buggy hirntii SS.00 to $20.00, Book on Blood and Skin Diseases free.
Double buggy harness, $ 16.00 to $25.
THE SWIFT SPEOmO OO.. ATLANTA, OA.
X C and Bras
Mounted, harm,

BIG

FEBRUARY

Cm

"STAi

K0D0L

Of

MALTBs

II

cUanse. purifies,
K0D0L strengthens
sweetsnd

ens the stomach.
curM Indigestion, dys- K0D0L pepsta.
and all stomach
and bowel troubles.
the action of
K0D0L accelerates
the gastric glands and
gives tone to the digestive organs.
w"evM n overworked
K0D0L stomach
of all nervous
train, gives to the heart a full, free
and untrammeled action, nourishes
the nervous svstem and feeds the
brain.
remedy
K0D0L ,sthat,heiswonderful
making so many
sick people well snd weak people
trong by giving to their bodies all of
the nourishment that is contained In
the food they eat.
Cia Sups'

2H
u

Mrs. Emmons, saved from m
an operation for Ovaritis, tells
how she was cured by Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.

"I am so plenned with the results 1
obtained from Lydia K. I'inktiniii's
Vegetable Conpound that I feel it
a duty and a privilcpo to write you
about it.
" I suffered for over five year with

ovarian troubles

causing-

-

an

,

Cream Balm Is placed Into the nnstriU.iprreds
writes, 8ept. loth, 1901: - had been
the membrane and it alworbed. Relief ! im
suffering several years with a cancer orer
mediate and a care follow. It is not drying does
on my face, which gave me great an- nut
sneeslng. Large Size, so cents at Drag-- g
noyance and unbearable itching. I was irt produce
or hj mall ; Trial Sise, 10 cent.
using Ballard's Snow Liniment for a
ELY BROTHERS, M Warren Street, New Tork
sore leg, and through an accident. I
rubbed some of the liniment on the
K a. Jones, a. M C. t.
cancer, and as it gave me almost inConsulting
Enginpoi
stant relief. I decided to continue to Field assistant UMining
8. Geological Survey,
use the liniment on the cancer. In a
Albuquerque, N. M.
short time the cancer came out, my
Correspondence solicited.
face healed up and there is not the
o
slightest scar left. I have Implicit
No tuberculosis preservallne or colfaith in the merits of this preparation. oring in Matthews' Jersey
milk.
and It tauuot lie too highly recom
mended." 15c 60c tad $1.00. For sale
by Cosmopolitan Pharmacy
B. Ruppe.

r

un-

pleasant discharg-e- a great weakness,
and at times a faintaess would como
over mo which no amount of medicine,
diet, or exercise seemed to correct.
Your Vegetable Compound found tho
weak spot, however, within a few
weeks and saved mo from an
operation all my troubles had disappeared, and I found myself once
more healthy and well. Words fail to
describe the real, true (rrnteful feeling
that is in my heart, and I wont to tell
every sick and suffering1 sister. Don't
dally with medicines you know nothing about, tint take I ..yd In II. Pink
lintn's Vegetable Compound, and
take my word for it, you will be a
different woman in a short time."
IJmvonk, Walkerville, Out.
Mrs. Lai-r-

swir a cold In ths bead
qnlckrjr.

T!a.

wore

a.

Mower.
i.i

Aluuw .urqii

iroti
ad copper
Huruwar coiuii

The Union
Market
07 West Gold Avenue.

Subscribe for The Cltuen.
Notice for Publicat.on.
(Homestead Entry No. 4499.)
Land Office ct Santa Fe, N. M., Jan.
29, 1903.

Notice is hereby given that the following named settler has filed notice
of her intention to make final proof in
support of her claim, and that said Iff
I
proof will be made before the Probate
$5000 forfeit If orlflnul of about letttr promt Clerk of Bernalillo County, at Albuquerque, N. M., on March 10, 1903, viz.:
fttmmtntst cunitot bt produced.
Don't lietiitato to write to Mrs. Hannah E. Downs, for the SE',4 Sec.
Pinkliani if there in anything 12, T. 10 N., R. S E.
about your ease which you do
She names the following witnesses to WM. GOETTING eV CO., Proprietor.
not understand. She will
prove her continuous residence upon,
you with kindness and tier ad- and cultivation of, said land, viz.:
All kinds of Fresh Meats handled.
vice Is free. No woman ever
Sausage making a specialty.
N.
E.
Aiouquerque,
James
of
Elder,
writing her and she has
helped thousands. Address is M.; Mrs. Leila A. Brown, of Albuquer
que, N. M.; David Stewart, of Albu
Lynn, Mom,
querque, N. M.; Thomas Hall, of Albu
querque, N. M.
.
ther in an enterprise which has alMANUEL R. OTERO, Register.
DEALERS IN
ready cost them so heavily.
Notice for Publication.
There Is a number of important lesBOOTS AND 8IIOFS
(Homestead Entry No. 4o03.)
sons to be learned by the town authOffice at Santa Fe, N. M., Jan.
All kind of repairing neatly
orities and citizens of Carlsbad from 29,Land
1903.
this lamentable occurrence.
don
best material used. CourNotice is hereby given that the fol
First, and foremost, the town trus- lowing
teous
treatment
named aettler has filed notice
tees Bhould order at once by wire, of
her intention to make Anal proof in
preferably, enough new hose to meet
any possible future contingency, and support of her claim, and that said
Ave.
will be made before the Probate
hereafter see to It that the Are depart- proof
County,
at Albument is at all times kept properly Clerk of Bernalillo
querque, N. M., on March iO, 1903, viz.:
equipped.
Second, there was a decided lack of Jane Hall, for the NE4 Sec. 12. T. 10
interest and a total absence of disci- N., R. 3 E.
She names the following witnesses to
pline displayed by the firemen themFINE LIQUORS AND CIGARS
selves, the entire work at the Are fall- prove her continuous residence upon,
of,
cultivation
and
land,
said
vis.:
ing upon a handful of devoted offJamea E. Elder, of Albuquerque, N. Sot Agents for Lamp' Standard Beer.
icers and their personal following.
M.;
Mrs. Leila A. Brown, of AlbuquerLastly, the business men themselves
CHAS. L. KEPPELER, Proprietor.
are largely to blame for the apparent que, N. M.; David Stewart, of Albuquerque,
M.;
N.
DownB,
213 South Second 8tret.
Watson
H.
of
inefficiency of the department.
A
more active interest should be taken Albuquerque, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register.
1903
1882
by them in an organization that exists chiefly for their protection; much
Notice for Publication.
more liberality should be shown in
(Homestead Entry No. 4887.)
equipping the Are fighters, and it Is
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Jan.
Sole Agents for Casino Canned Goods,
only by action along these lines that 26, 1903.
Jas. Heekin & Co.'s Coffees,
the general apathy in the affairs of
folIs
hereby
given
Notice
the
Granite Flour.
the department can be overcome. It is lowing named settler has that
filed notice
only the United Interest and work of of his
to
intention
Anal proof In
make
and
Staple
Fancy Groceries
all citizens that will make a success of support of his claim,
and that said
any volunteer lire department
214 South Second 8tret
The proof will be
made before the register
members rightly reason that if the or
receiver at Santa Fe, N. M., on Hllsboro Creamery Butter Best oa
chief beneficiaries are indifferent to
"Earth.
10, 1903, viz.: Joseph Davis, for
their own welfare. It is still less to March
Fre Delivery
them, who have little at stake, and the 8EU NEW, NE4 SE4 Sec. 32, Order Solicited.
NW'4, NW14 8.
Sec. 33, T.
involving dangerous
and arduous SW
9 N. R. 9 E.
work.
MEN AND WOMEN.
He names the following witnesses to
If the city treasury cannot stand prove
ITm Bin
fnr tinnntn.
his continuous residence upon,
i1iarhr,itiflBminMtinni
the expense of new hose and other
m
1
irritftttoai
or uluemri j
fiwuM
of,
and
cultivation
said
land,
viz.:
necessary equipment, merchant
and
mit04Q membrane
lend nut ultia
William Tucker, of Gallsteo, N. M.;
Frte C url.a. fPitlnlMu,
citizens should promptly go down in
f.elTHt VXS CHHHCMfo. rol or
Gomez,
Mauricio
of
Gallsteo,
N.
M.;
:soiMMTi,.rM
sVM lr IrtjirlMa
their pockets and subscribe the reIT or wot in pla i wrpiur.
quisite funds. Generosity and an act- Anastaclo Sandoval, of Gallsteo, N. M.;
hf exprM. rntpwIiJ. fur
Nicolas
Tenorio,
N.
of
Fe,
M.
Santa
00. nrt bonis M.7S.
part
on
of
business
ive interest
the
Circular wul vn rwub
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register.
a

trat
ted

P. Parcnti & Co.,

II3W.

R. R.

The North Pole Saloon

F. G.

Pratt &

Co.

f ll"Al

Vv

J
Visit the Navajo Blanket Headquarters of4e

digests what you eat.

Ttu Dealer

i

'o,:

Tea.

Bottlei only. $ .00 Sl: holdlnc 24 times
the trial iu. whioh Mils for 50c
1

niMUD ONLV ST
X. C. DeWITT A CO., CHICAQO

H. Briggs & Co. and. S. Vann ft Son

THE HYDE
EXPLORING EXPEDITION
It
and see the Largest Stock of Indian Goods in
Existences We Supply the World.

205 South

First Street
IS

Opposite Santa Fe Depot.

Albuquerque, New flexlcc

Ds)CK)CKMOK)K)CK)sX)SX4
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LOCAL PARAGRAPHS.

Attorney A. J. Abbott, of Santa IV.
Is In the city on Important business.
R. H. LeRter, the Fairbanks soap

UUHini9s

Vici Kid Shoes
M iH

I

M

The surface beauty of this leather is apparent
to the most casual observer. To other beauties of wear and comfort are developed by
time and use. Vici Kid is light and soft,
takes a fine polish and for comfort Is unsurpassed. These shoes come in Lace or Congress have medium heavy extension soles,
plain or cap toes. They look stylish, fel
comfortable and wear well Try Them

$3.00

SAL.u

AND SMOKED PRODUCTS

cimrirg
u-- co

etc., when purchased at
g:ocery store are always sure
.1,

.

BELL
-

"tire

satisfaction.
These
artlcularly appetizing and
relish to your break--io- i
ccld mornings.

:.
ive

the best brands of hams,

j

e

,iiHh

HELL & CO.

T

Nos. 118 and

South Second 8L

1Z")

Special Shoe Sale...
To close out broken lines, we offer them
at less than cost

These are BargainsLook
Othor In Proportion

at Them!

FLORSHE1M, $4.00, $4.50 and 15.00
GREEN SHOE CO., $3.25, $3.50, and $4.00
DANISH" KID WORKING. $3.00
HEAVY WORKING SHOES, $160

03 QO

8300
8225
-- .""''if 120

nJuenoterman

T.
ppposite Pcstofflce.

fr

224

MONEY TO LOAN.

On diamonds, wateass, etc., or any
Rood security; also household goodt
stored with me; strictly confidential.
Highest cash price paid for household
good. Automatic 'phone 120.
T. A. WHITTEN. 114 Gold avenue
Look into Kleinworts marte. on
Kortn Third street He has the nicest
fresh meals la the city.
In Mexican drawn
ort e are
showing a big assortment.
Albert
Faber. 805 Railroad avenue.
your measGentlemen! let as
ure now for a new suit. Our tailoring
pleases. NettMon Tailoring Agency.
A. F. Howell T.iil appear in readings
from "Eben Holden" at Congregational
church, Thursday evening, February
12. We are able to secure this talented
impersonator as he is en route to the
roast for a series of engagements. Reserved seats at H. E. Fox's store.
Have you children that wear out
their stockings in no time? Our style
19, narrow ribbed and style 25, wide
ribbed "Black Cat" hose have triple
soles, heels and knees. They are made
of the beat, long fiber cotton, are fast
black and .will stand the roughest
wear. Only 25c per pair at C. May's
Popular Priced Shoe Store, 208 West
Railroad avenue.

te

"

south 8econd St.

Go to the White Elephant for the
German imported beer. Jnt received
from Germany.
o
FOR TREES, VINES, ETC.,

See Whltcomb,

Eighth and TIJeras.

FOR SALE Several hundred pounds
of old papers, good for wrapping
,
purposes, cheap. Address, The
Albucuerque. N. M.
CiU-sen-

WANTED Clean cotton rags for machine purposes at The Citlzea office.
I'rice 4 cents per pound.
o

Subscribe for The Citizen.

TP
0. W. STRONG & SONS,

Undertakers

and
this City

1

North Second
BOTH PHONES.

St

MEW
STOCK.
'

A-

-

j

'

Our Spring line of WALKOVER
SHOES is now complete and includes all the new
lasts In both Calf and Vici.

All Styles $3.50
BOYS9 SHOES

r

'1

'

The

ket

strongest shoe

on the marU the Rex Calf,

$1.50
....THY

Em

J. L. Hubbell, who was at Santa Fe
the past few days, returned last night,,
and will leave tonight for his home
and business at Granado, Arizona. His
son. Lorenzo Hubbell, came in last
night from Ream's canyon, where be
conducts a general merchandise Btore,
and will remafn a few days. He regrets that he could not reach the city
In time to attend the funeral of his
aunt, Mrs. Louisa M. Thomas.
Miss Claude Albright, as Is well
known here. Is a member of the Castle Square Opera company. The other
day the leading baritone of the com
pany, William I "bull, fefl from a six
story window in the Southern hotel,
St. Louis, to the pavement below, and
was killed. Th'e funeral was held last
Sunday afternoon at Christ church
cathedral, that city, and the jam was
so great that several women were
crushed and badly Injured. Miss
.sang
oia fn the double sextet
the song, "I.ad, Kindly Light." Others
of the company who sang with Miss Al
bright were Francis Carrier, Adelaide
Norwood, J. Francis Boyle, Gertrude
Renyson, Parker Combs, Marion Ivel,
Ethel Houston Hu Fra, John F. Shee-han- ,
Pedro GheradX Winifred Goff and
Lloyd 'dAubigne.

n. TS.. Dental SurW. V. Woivin.
geon Santa Fe Pacific Railroad, Grant
block. Both 'phones.
LITTLE MYRTLE.

201-21-

3S

1

ing.

I.

Embalmers
20 Years' Experience In

man, went to Las Vegas this morning.
The University of New Mexico was
closed all day yesterday out of respect to the memory of Mrs. Elias S.
Stover.
J. J. Byrne, the popular general passenger agent of the coast lines of the
Santa Fe railroad, was an Albuquerque
visitor last night.
C. R. Hudson, the well known paint
er, has just put up a big sign for Roth
enberg & Schloss' cigar company, on
Railroad avenue.
O. M. Dry, the crftwhile grocery
clerk, Is now a full fledged miner, He
Is doing assessment work on some
claims owned by M. C. Nettleton.
Mrs. O. M. Cundiff, of Rocky Ford,
Colo., has arrived
to be with her
daughter, Mrs. J. H. Galnsley, who
has been quite ill the past few weeks.
W. E. Grimmer, the stage artist, has
been assigned to the new wagon just
put out by the Albuquerque Steam
laundry. As mentioned In this paper
a few days ago the wagon Is a dandy.
I.. Baldwin anil aon, Fred, cattlemen
from Engle, passed through the city
this morning en route to, Lamar, Colo.,
where they are ranging cattle. Mr.
Baldwin will visit Put bio before returning to Engle'.
Louis Trailer, the sheep and wool
buyer, is reported getting along nicely at the home of his brother-in-law- ,
Simon Neustadt, of lx)s Lunas. I)r
Pearce, with the local physician, Dr.
Wittwer, is attending to Mr. Trailer.
Miss Bessie Burden, who has been
the guest of Mrs. Oscar Leffrelng at
Sabinal the past week or so, returned
to the city, accompanied by Mrs. Leffrelng. Both ladies are doing some
shopping today, and both will return
to Sabinal, tonight, where Miss Borden
will continue to visit with Mrs. Leffrelng.
The Union barber shop is the name
of the new tonsorial parlors recently
opened at 309 West Railroad avenue,
by N. E. Crenshaw. The new place of
business will be what Its name Implies a union shop. Mr. Crenshaw is
an old experienced barber, and worked
in Cincinnati,
Louisville and other
eastern towns before locating in this
city.
The wreckage of the Baldridge lumber yard fire has nearly all been cleared away and in its stead is the foundation of what will soon be a handsome
new brick office and warehouse building similar to that destroyed by the
fire. It is being built on the corner
next to ther Coal avenue viaduct and
not on th site of the former bundl-

mna

$1.75

A PAIR..

L. Washburn

Her Death at Her Parents Home Last
Night.
The infant daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Hall, Myrtle, residing at 03
South Arno street, passed away last
night at 11 o'clock. Little Myrtle was.
18 months old and was one of twins.
Her death was especially sail from
that the other died about one year
since.
Myrtle was buried this afternoon
from the residence in Fairview ceme
tery. Rev. Mark Hadgson performing
the funeral ceremony. The little one
will be greatly missed, not only in the
home which she has left disconsolate,
but also by the friends who knew her.
as she was unusually bright, fuselnat-inand lovely.
"Yes, thou are fled ere guilt had power
To stain thy cherub-sou- l
and form.
Closed is the soft ephemeral flower
That never felt a storm-Tti- e
sunbeam's smile, th zephyr's
breath,
All that it knew from birth to
death."
Mr. Hall was away from home at the
time of the little ones' death, and arrived on this morning's train from
where he Is employed, his
family residing here.
thti-fac-

Card of Thanks.
We desire to return our blnce thanks
to the many friends who manifested
their sympathy in many ways during
the Illness of, and after the death of.

11

little Infant daughter. Myrtle,
took place last night at our
home in Albuquerque. May God reward them for this exhibition of love
on their part.
MR. AND MRS. CHAS. HALL.

1903

our

which

K

The Chicago National League.
Secretary P. F. McCanna, of the
Territorial Fair Association, has just
received a letter from President James
A. Hart, of the Chicago National Lea-Kiibase ball team, stating that they
would do their spring training in
southern California and would pass
through Albuquerque about March 31,
He also Inquires regarding the Inducements for a game here on that date.
We know how It feels to be
Mr. McCanna Immediately sent back
fooled
Albuquerreply
a
that a team from
A man passed a counterfeit
que's crack players would be ready to
on us yesterday
meet them at the fair grounds here on
We know how you feel when
that date, Considering Albuquerque's
you buy
that Isn't.
bfe ball spirit there will undoubtedly
be a large crowd to witness the game.
The western trip has positively been
WE'VE GOT 100 GUARANTEED
arranged, and the Chicago National
SUITS HERE THAT
will have an opportunity of visiting
the metropolis of the southwest of FORMERLY SOLD FOR $15 AND
which they have beard so much about.
Several members of the team took $16.50 FROM NOW TILL THURSpart in territorial fair tournaments In DAY THEY ARE PRICED AT
this city.

J. POST & CO.
WHOLESALE
HARDWARE

e

"all-wool- "

ALL-WOO-

DELAYED
All

TRAINS.

Trains from the East Held Back

by a Freight Wreck.
The California limited No. 3, due
here this morning at 11 o'clock, has
been annulled.
Passenger trains from the east. No.
1 and No. 7. due here this evening,
are also Indefinitely late.
A stub train will be run from La
Junta, Colo., here and will bring Colorado mail.
It will depend on the lateness whether or not No. 27, the El Paso train,
will go out on time. It may be held
until the arrival of the late trains.
The cause of this state of affairs In
trafllc Is a freight wreck east of Kansas City.
Several rumors are being circulated
about the wreck, but as to whether
any of them are true is not known
here, as no definite news has as yet
been received.
One rumor states that a freight train
had run Into a trestle at Lexington,
Mo., and another gives the Information
cars of dressed beef
that thirty-fivare in the ditch just east of Kansas
City.
Trains from the west are reported
on time.

Nails, Barbed Wire, Bailing Wire
and Bale Ties, Roofing Iron, Bar
Iron, Iron Pipe, Pipe Fittings,
Steam Fittings, Brass Valves.
tit tat the Lowest Prices

tt

L

ENGINEERS' and MACHINISTS' SUPPLIES

10.00

Simon Stern
THE RAILROAD AVENUE
CLOTHIER.

Fe; T. E. Fair, Greely, Colo.; L. Otero,
Plnos Wells; A. J. Jobson, Lake Valley, N. M.
Hotel Highland.
J. S. Tucker. Algodones, N. M.; A.
H. Smith, B. Engler, Winslow. Ariz.;
J. H. Ing. El Paso; Henry W. Mitchell,
Npw York City.
Grand Central.
Benj. Preston, Fort Collins, Colo.;
Manuel Armijo, Pena Blanca; C. W.
Brown, Los Angeles.
Metropolitan.
J. E. Snlvely, San Francisco: R. L.
Knowles, Des Moines, Iowa.

e

TO ALL OLD FRIEND 9

1

Having accepted the position of
Manager and Pharmacist with
&. Vann and Son, the "Postal
Pharmacy," 1 cordially invite
you to come in and see me in
my new position.
J. R. MALETTE

For that tired feeling there is no
remedy that equals the oyster cocktail made of genuine Patent Case oysPleasant Card Party by Mr. and Mrs. ters any person can make one If they
have the right kind of oysters:
E. B. Harsch..
R
One of the most delightful social
Nine- small blue point oysters for
events that has ocenrred in the city
the past fortnight was a card party each person.
Two tablespoonsful Bayles Oyster
given last night by Alderman and Mrs.
Edward Harsch at fhefr pleasant home Cocktail Catsup.
A CLEAN SHAVE
Dash of lemon and horseradish.
,
on Broadway.
Two tablespoonsful powdered ice.
The hosts have an established repyou can always have when using
Serve the oysters in wine glasses or
utation of being charming entertainone of our fine tempered steel
ers and the affair given last night was small dishes and pour the sauce over
raaors. Our stock of fine cutthem
just
sending
before
to
table.
the
a pleasant one.
San Jose Market, C. D.
lery is all of the best cutting
Progressive high five was the game
You can gi?t the genuine blue point
quality, whether H be carving
and was played at'five tables. Seven
sets were played. The score cards were oysters, grown on the original blue
knives, pocket kalves, shears,
pretty rmfque card board designs and point beds, at Sayville, Long Island,
or
scissors.
We keep nothing
New
very
York,
and
of
the
finest flavor
the score markers were gilded hearts. and
condition, received fresh daily In
but the bes't quality, and our
Dr. B. H. Briggs secured the gentleprices have been ground down
man's prize and Mrs. Frank McKee patent shipping cases, from tlbj SAN
JOSE MARKET.
the lady's.
as sharp as our cutlery.
After the scoring, refreshments, in
Notice.
keeping with the rest of the affair,
All members of the Degree of Honor,
guests
were served the
at the card A. O. W., are requested to meet
at J.
taMes.
H. Shufflebarger's, 214 West Gold aveThose present were Messrs. and nue, on Wednesday
at 1 : 30 p. m., to atMesdames Dr. B. H. Briggs, W. W.
120 WEST GOLD AVENUE.
Strong, S. Vann, W. H. Harm, A. Bor- tend the funeral of little Katherlne
daughter
Johnson,
of
JohnSister
Kate
ders, Frank McKee, Mr. H. F. Bogh, son.
Miss Carolyn Bogh. Miss Roe Harsch
MARYSHUFFLEBARGER.
unxf George Kaseman.
Chief of Honor.
Olympia Opera Company.
I'EED fresh ranch eggs, 30
Whoever loves gay, dashing operatic BUARANdozen. Try our fresh chipnumbers sung by pretty women In gor- ped dried beef. SAN JOSE MARKET.
geous costumes and by men who sing
Is aa advancement In tie science of
At Grant hall, Valentine dance, on
with the sweetness and strength of almedicine, searching for the cause of
most perfect voices, can scarcely full Thursday night. Good music insures a
disease and removing obstructions to
at being delighted with the Olympia's good time. Full orchestra.
the nerve and blood supply to the
Nothing succeeds
this week. "Said Pasha." produced by
diseased organ.
them Is full of bright music and they
Kodol
like success. Yours In the work,
give it adequate presentation.
Last
Digests what you caL
Sunday the company demonstrated in
"Said Pasha" their ability to provide
MONEYIOLOANX
a splendid operatic spectacle for the
'Operatic
detection of music lovers.
On diamonds, watches or any good
pectacl-- " Is the proper description to
security. Great bargains in. watches
apply to "Said Pasha" as the Olym- of every description.
Horsesholng.
Let. us tignre on your plumbing. Alpia's produce It. There are forty peoIf dissatisfied with your present shobuquerque Hardware company.
A. H. YANOW
of
ple on the stage and
er try Ortiz & Co.'s expert, who is rethese are pretty girls, all good singers. 209 South Second street, a few doors
Have your horses shod with Ortla & cently from the east.
north of postofflce.
The costumes sparkle and are so gorCo. by a practical shoer.
o
geous as to easily convince one that
Carpenters' and machinists- - tools of
they were especially provided for the
all kinds. Albuquerque
Hardware
production. New Orleans Item, Jan G,
company.
190;.
Grand ball given by Alessandro
This big company is booked to ap-- !
Francisco Martinez at Society
pear at the Colombo hall for two
hall. Old Albuquerque, February 2L
nights and a matinee,. February 13 and
Fine orchestra.
ENTERTAIN.

THE HARSCHS

,

Albuquerque Hardware Company

OSTEOPATHY

Dyspepsia Core

C.H. CONNER, M.D.,D.O.

two-third- s

D 0Bright,
O M ID !
A EV3Clear,
Well Cut!

14.

S:A

scribe fur the Citizen.
HOTEL ARRIVALS.

Alva ratio.
I. I.. Ilibburd. R. S. Goodrich.

Win-slow-

;

Emil Sehloss, l.os
Angeles; 1. U. Richardson, Hamilton,
A. Morritou, c. A. Puffy, Kansas City;
Mr. and Mrs. s. Franklin, Win. Levy,
New York; M. X. Hensahat, James
Hotnoalo. Sol l'erltz. Chicago; Matt
Robertson. St. Joe; J. W. Patterson,
Burlington: J. H. liyrne, St. Louis;
Steve Kapus. l'ueblo; George H.
Wheelock. Omaha; F. C. Matthews,
IkiiviM'; John J. Byrne, Los Angeles;
'John Orr and wife, Austin, Texas;
S. Hopewell. Sauta l'V; W. A. Barring.
ton, Louisville. Ky.; Fred S. Kerr,
Iivnver; II. W. Butler, Klnston. N. Y.
Sturges' European.
,
L Miller, San Antonio; C. A.
;
New York; 1 E. Brooks.
Hugh It. Steele, Denver; John J.
Woods, St. Louis; A. J. Abbott, Santa
1C.

W.

Wei-don-

Win-slow-

These excellent stones are of the first quality
some are small, but all are good.
You'll
finil them worth all you pay for them.

UNTIL MARCH

1,

19Q3

we sball give a discount of lO per cent on all
Diamonds, and 2) per cent on Silverware,
Watches, Cut Glass,, etc. Presentation of
this ,'ad" will secure to you the discount.

THE DIAMOND PALACE
RAILROAD A VENUE
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

Mat-teuc-

Saturday, February 14, is St. Valentine's day. The day when missives of
both love and hate are exchanged. A
s
large selection of Valentines at
to select from.
Mat-son'-

We are sole agents for Wheeler &
Whson sewing machlusa. Albert
305 Railroad avenue.
Go to the White Klephant for Muen-che- n
Hofbrau beer.
Fa-be- r,

DritiK in your

repaired.
pany

tinware and have It
Albuquerque Hardware com-

Attention Sportsmen.
Two dogs (one setter, one pointer),
11 months old, well trained, stanch on
quail, perfect retrievers from land or
water, very useful In the pursuance
of wounded big game, good all around
hunting dos, for sale at a very reasonable price. Write or particulars to
e
Alex von Kleber, Gran Qutvlra,
TaJIque, Valencia county, New
post-offic-

Mexico.

